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1SUMMARY
Typical pollutant gas concentrations at the stack exits of
stationary sources can be estimated to be about 500 ppm under
the present emission standards. Raman lidar has a number of
advantages which makes it a valuable tool for remote measure-
ments of these stack emissions. Tests of the Langley Research
Center Raman lidar at a calibration tank indicate that night
measurements-of S0 2 concentrations and stack opacity are possible.
Accuracies of 10 percent are shown to be achievable from a dis-
tance of 300 m within 30 min integration times for 500 ppm S02
at the stack exits. All possible interferences were examined
quantitatively (except for the fluorescence of aerosols in actual
l stack emissions) and found to have negligible effect on the
P	
measurements. An.early test'at an instrumented stack is
strongly recommended.
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•REMOTE MEASUREMENTS OF POLLUTANTS FROM STATIONARY
SOURCES USING RAMAN LIDAR
By
S.K. Poultney i , M.L. Brumfield2,
and J.S. Siviter2
1.	 INTRODUCTION
Two types of stationary sources contribute to regional
pollution throughout the country if adequate controls are not
used.	 These are fossil fuel power plants and municipal inciner-
ators.	 Smelters, pulp mills, and petroleum refineries can also
contribute in particular locations. 	 The emissions which lead to
pollution consist of both gases and particulates.	 The primary
fgases are S02, NO, and HCl. 	 Subsequent dispersion and reaction
of these components and others can lead to sulfurous smogs and
`j'	 • contribute to photochemical smogs with their attendant effects
' on man and property.	 Regional air quality standards have led to
emission standards for existing stationary sources. 	 Estimates
of the emissions from the various sources can be made by knowing
general information about the activity at the source, the type
of fuel, and the control devices in use. 	 Many of the operators
of stationary sources will monitor the emissions to stay within
` emission standards and to check the efficacy of their control 	 ti
j -devices.	 However, the general community may want to verify the
-	 compliance of each stationary source with the emission standards
'
P	 r
f
,
by independent measures from a remote location.
3	 Department of Physics and Geophysical Sciences, Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Virginia
	
23508.
'
2	 NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia
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iRaman lidar has a number of advantages which makes it a
valuable tool for remote measurements of these stack emissions.
The typical pollutant gas concentrations at the stack exit
(e.g., 500 ppm in the absence of controls) can be monitored by
means of Raman-scattered light from the illuminating laser beam
in spite of the rather low cross sections for the scattering
process. The measurements are possible at the typical stack
height of several hundred meters from a remote location and are
specific to the gas in question. The illuminating laser need not
be tuned nor narrowed as in other schemes. Supplementary measure
mvr--.ts of stack plume cross section and stack exit velocity must be
made in order to derive the concentration and mass emission rate.
t	 The plume diameter can be obtained using a separate channel of
the 'Raman lidar. Lidar calibration to obtain absolute values can
be achieved in several ways. one can operate two or more simul-
taneous return channels with one being ambient nitrogen outside
the plume. The relative sensitivity of the channels can be
periodically checked by viewing a standard lamp. Alternately,
one could operate a single channel viewing the pollutant in the
plume and then oxygen outside the plume. This latter method is
•	 most convenient for S0 2 measurements.
Two types of interference must be guarded against: leakage
of the wrong wavelength return or acceptance of aerosol broad-band
fluorescence into the spectral bandwidth of a receiver channel.
	
-'	 The leakage can be controlled by proper design of the spectral
selection elements in the lidar receiver. Fluorescence may not
be a problem for stacks with particulate control devices or for
longer wavelength lasers. It can be identified by looking for
scattered light at wavelengths not characteristic of Raman scatter
and for signals decaying with a characteristic fluorescence time
constant. Both of these possible interferences as well as the
actual performance of tre`Ramer stack monitor lidar_ can be checked
	
'	 at a calibration tank facility before measurements at a stack.
	
k	 This report describes a particular Raman lidar and its performance
at the calibration tank facility, This Raman lidar is capable of
•	 2
night measurements of SO 2
 and HC1 under the conditions mentioned
above to an accuracy of 10 percent within 30 min from a distance
of 300 m'. Its performance for S0 2 has been independently measured
in a calibration facility for the first time. This report does
not address directly the issue of what laser should be used for
the optimum Raman lidar for either performance or eye safety.
The particular lidar described here can be used for day measure-
ments only if a different data acquisition scheme were to be used.
The measurement of stack particulates most accessible to a
Raman lidar is that of stack opacity. The Raman return from
nitrogen (or oxygen) in the range cells before the stack and the
range cells after the stack can yield the extinction or opacity
of the stack plume. The use of a Raman lidar for this measurement
may eliminate certain problems associated with other lidar means.
Concentration and mass emission .rates are more difficult to obtain
by lidar means. In addition to the supplementary measurements
needed for pollutants, one must know or measure the optical prop-
erties of the particles involved. Lidar can easily provide only
two parameters related to particle concentration and properties;
extinction and backscatter. The measurement of particulate mass
emission rate has been addressed by several authors, but will not
bediscussed here,
2. STATIONARY SOURCE EMISSIONS AND EMISSION STANDARDS
2A. Estimates of Emissions from Power Plants 	 s
and Municipal Incinerators
Emissions fromthe stationary source fossil fuel power plants
and municipal incinerators will be discussed in this section. The
amount of these emissions can be estimated by knowing general infor-
mation about the activity, fuel, and control devices of the par-
ticular_source (ref. 1). Uncertainty about any of these components
or their use requires remote measurements to check independently
compliance with emission standards. Fossil fuel power plants use
gas, Coil, coal, or a combination of these three fuels A municipal
3
4,	 _	 ^^
kincinerator might also be used as a power plant. Its fuel would
be rubbish. Each fuel has an emission factor which indicates
how much pollutant is emitted for a given amount of fuel burned.
This factor in the case of S0 2 depends on the sulfur content of
the particular lot of fuel. Table 1 lists the emission factors
and caloric values for the several fuels except gas which is very
clean. The percent sulfur, fly ash, and chlorine in the respective
entries is 'represented by the letter s. For example, l percent
sulfur coal would yield 2.7 kg of S0 2 for the conditions stated
in table 1. The amount of NO  emitted depends on the flame
temperature at which the fuel burns. Table l also lists the
actual amount of pollutant emitted per 4.186 GJ heat input (also
written--GJh). The emitted amount in grams will be seen to be
closely related to the present emission standards. The above
heat input each second represents a large modern 1.7 GWe power
plant, assuming an efficiency of 40 percent.
One can estimate the pollutant mass emission rates and con-
centrations near the top of the stack if one knows the rate at
which the power plant in question uses fuel. Table 2 lists the
rates and concentrations forthe modern 1.7 GWe power plant.
Calculation of the mass emission rates is straightforward. Cal-
culation of the concentration requires additional assumptions.
The concentration in the plume at the stack exit is given by
C QVwA
where C is the concentration in ppm, QV
rate in m3/sec, v the exit velocity in m,
area in m2 right above the stack exit. It
v equals 100 km/hr and A corresponds to
10 m. The volume emission rates for gases
mass emission rates using
(1)
the volume emission
/sec, and A the plume
is assumed here that
a-stack diameter of
are obtained from the
•
Table 1.	 Stationary Source Emissions.	 Values taken or calculated from Williamson
(ref.	 1). The sulfur, chlorine, and fly ash content of actual fuel used
is specified by	 s	 in percent. The amount of pollutant emitted is cal-
culated for a heat input of 4.186 GJ, which is typical of modern large
power plants with 1.7 GWe capacities.
Petroleum Coal Rubbish
Emission Factors
S02 19s g/liter 19s kg/tonne 1.	 kg/tonne
NO2 12	 g/liter 10	 kg/tonne 1	 kg/tonne
Particulates 1.2 g/liter 8s kg/tonne 15	 kg/tonne
HC1 --- 10s kg/tonne 10s kg/tonne
Caloric Value. 4.2 X 107 J/liter 30 x 10 9 J/tonne	 11 x 10 9 J/tonne
Amount of Pollutant
Emitted
S02 2.Os kg 2.7s kg 0.38 kg
NO2 0.13 kg 1.4	 kg 0.38 kg
Particulates 0.12 kg 8.2s kg 5.7	 kg
HC1 1.3s kg 3.8s kg
Al
Ln
Table 2. Fossil Fuel Power Plant Mass Emission Rates and Plume Pollutant
Concentrations at Stack Exit.	 Values calculated from Williamson
(ref. 	 1).	 Plant is 1.7 GWe capacity operating at 40 percent
efficiency with a 10 m diameter plume at exit and a 100 km/hr
exit velocity.	 Stacks are assumed to have a 99.7 percent par-	 -
ticle precipitator.
so NOx	Particulates HC1
E
Fuel
G ;E Petroleum 400 ppm 38 ppm	 -- --
[j 1% S (2.0 kg/sec) (0.13 kg/sec)	 (0.36 g/sec) --
f
s Coal
i.
1% S 540 ppm 380 ppm	 -- 230 ppm
1% fly ash (2.7 kg/sec) (1.4 kg/sec)	 (49 g/sec) (0.68 kg/sec)
i 0.5% Cl
Rubbish
3% plastic 75 ppm 110 ppm	 -- 680 ppm
E+
't
0.5% Cl (0.38 kg/sec) (0.38 kg/sec)	 (17 g/sec) (1-.9 kg/sec)
C
f
I
F
H
4
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where Q indicates the respective rates, the unts of QM are
kg/sec, MP
 is the molecular weight of the pollutant in kg,
and T is the exit _plume temperature in °K. It is assumed here
that the plume temperature is 413° K. The fuel is assumed to be
1 percent sulfur and, in the case of coal, l percent fly ash.
Similar calculations are done for HC1 from plants burning 0.5
percent C1 coal and rubbish with 3 percent plastic component.
Note that the HC1 emission from a municipal incinerator may be
an order of magnitude higher if plastics with high polyvinyl
chloride components are burned.
The following observations can be made based on table 2.
The S02
 concentrations at the top of large, modern power plants
A	 (e.g., 1.7 GWe) without controls are about 500 ppm for 1 percent
sulfur fuel which is just in the range of remote Raman lidar.
The difficulty of disposing of acid liquid wastes means that
these S02
 concentrations will not be reduced by controls except
if the sulfur is removed from the fuel before use or if it can
G	 be commercially recovered from the wastes right at the plant.
Relaxation of present emission standards for coal plants due to
P
1.
the energy crisis could increase S0 2
 concentrations dramatically
f	 since coal can have_ sulfur contents as high as 7 percent. Such
s	 relaxation would, however, require either modification of stack
;r
design or use of control devices because the increased emissions
may impinge on the ambient air quality standards as discussed in
section 2C. The NOX concentration is relatively high for a coal
stack, but it turns out that the Raman cross section for NO (the
form of`NOX at the stack exit) is an orderof magnitude below
t that of SO2 . :Raman lidar measurements of NO are therefore not
promising. Table 2 indicates that HC1 up to the 250 ppm level
might be resent in coal stack emissions for 0.5
	 p	 percent Cl coal.
The higher HC1 concentrations (e.g., 700 ppm) in the plume from
a municipal incinerator power plant of the dimensions stated
above should be even more accessible to the Raman lidar. Particu-
late mass emission rates are also given under the assumption of
99.7 percent efficient precipitators.
+	 7
k
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The above estimates for stack plume concentrations of pollu-
tants have been made for large modern power plants operating at
full capacity. One might ask what concentrations are expacted
for the older 200 MWe power plants and what concentrations are
expected when either size plant reduces its power output. By
equation (1), the expected concentration depends on the mass
emission rate, the exit velocity, and the stack area. The mass
emission rate has an obvious relation to power plant capacity and
output. Changes in operating power levels at a plant will change
	
3 	
the concentrations of pollutants in the plume directly with the
change in emission rate.if the exit velocity is kept the same.
At many plants, the exit velocity is decreased as the output
level is decreased so that the pollutant concentration in the
plume may stay the same. A measurement of stack exit velocity
is essential if Raman lidar concentration measurements are to
be related to the required mass emission rates. The 200 MWe
power plants have one-tenth the mass emission rates of the large
plants by definition, but their stack sizes are scaled down from
the sizes of the stacks at the large plants for reasons discussed
in section 2C. Typical stack diameters of the small plants are
one-third those of the large plants. Equation (1) thus indicates
that the pollutant concentrations are the same for large and small
plants which use the same fuels. A measurement of stack plume
cross section is essential to obtain the required mass emission
rates from the Raman lidar concentration measurements (in addition
to interpreting the lidar measurements in the first place).
2B. Emission Standards
The Federal_ standard of performance for fossil-fuel-fired 	 a
steam generators with respect to S02 emission is quoted in grams
*	 of S02 in the emitted gases per million calorie heat input (Mcalh)
(ref. 2). For liquid fossil fuel, the number is 1.4 ;g/Mcalh,
	
u
	 and for solid fossil fuel, the number is 2.2 g/Mcalh. Table 1
lists the pollutant amount emitted per 1 Gcal`heat input or
4.2_ GJh'for various fuels. To compare these estimates with the
,
8
Federal emission standards, one merely divides the amounts in
table l by 10 3 . For example, table 1 indicates that 1 percent
sulfur coal emits slightly more S0 2 than allowed by the emission
standard. The Federal emission standards are apparently a restric-
tion on the sulfur content of the fuel used. The standards also
do not limit the absolute amount of pollutants which a plant may
emit ,since a plant with a larger power capacity requires a larger
heat input per second. The emission standards are, of course,
derived from ambient air quality considerations and do not contain
the final word on stack emissions. They are a guide to the achieve-
ment of ambient air quality standards and as such are contested
for various reasons by stationary source operators. It will be
useful to briefly consider the issues involved to see what role
Raman lidar may play in resolving the emission standards contro-
versy,
2C. Dispersal of Stationary Source Emissions and
Ambient Air Quality Standards?,
The ambient air quality standards of 1971 (ref. 1) are summar-
ized in table 3 for selected pollutants. Little controversy
surrounds these standards. Note that the standards are concen-
trations in ppm and are much lower than the stack concentrations
(e.g., 0.1 -ppm for S02): Plume dispersion processes are thus
very important. Conventional plume dispersion theory predicts
that the maximum ground-level pollution concentration depends
directly on the pollutant emission rate (not stack concentration)
and inversely on the square of the stack height (ref. 1). The
increase in mass emission rate allowed the larger capacity power
plants can thus be offset by proper stack design. For example,
the 200 MWe plants have stacks about 100 m high, whereas the new
1.7 GWe plants have stacksabout; 300 m high. The maximum ground
f	 level pollutant concentration of each is probably about the1€
!	 same. The actual value of the ground-level concentration may
t, vary widely. The dispersal process depends on the geographical
location of the plant, the meteorological parameters of the
9
xTable 3. Selected Air Quality Standards (Federal)
r
1971.	 From Williamson (ref. 1).
Pollutant Averaging Time Primary Standard objectives of Standards
S0.2 Annual Average 0.03 ppm To prevent possible increase
in chronic respiratory disease
t 24-hour 0.14 ppm and damage to vegetation.
NO2 Annual Average 0.05 ppm To prevent possible risk to
public health and atmos-
pheric discoloration.
Suspended Annual Geometric To improve visibility and
Particulate Mean 75 microgram/m 3 prevent acute illness when
Matter present with about 0.05 ppm
24-hour 260 microgram/m3 S02.
i
3
o ^.
atmosphere (including turbulence), the design of the plant and
the stack, and chemical reactions (in the presence of particu
lates) that may be taking place. Even in the best of conditions,
one does not expect predictions accurate to better than a factor
of two over a certain averaging period. Higher concentrations
over shorter times at the ground could be dangerous and could
occur. Williamson (ref. 1) concludes his tutorial review of
1	 plume dispersion as follows: "A useful quantitative theory per-
mitting the exact calculation of the downwind pollution from a
point source, which incorporates measurable features of atmos-
pheric turbulence in the intervening distance, has not yet been
achieved." i
Federal emission standards and designs for new power plants
I
were undoubtedly determined by application of the present dis-
persion theory and by extrapolation from empirical measurements
in the vicinity of existing plants. Either means raises questions
which lead to the present controversy about emissions standards.
First, how much credence can one place in emission standards
derived from ambient air quality standards via an imperfect theory?
Part of the problem in constructing a better theory is that the
rapid temporal variations of the ambient concentration of pollu-
tants cannot even be precisely measured. Neither can the meteoro-
logical parameters be measured over the time scale and over the
i
affected area. In view of these measurement difficulties, it
is natural to ask whether or not Raman lidar could obtain the	 j
5
necessary accuracy, range, and time resolution. For 1 ppm S02, 	 j
the use of a Raman lidar such as the one.described below would
require a decrease in range to about 10 m, thereby making the
lidar no longer remote. The same conclusion is true for the
several meteorological parameters accessible to Raman lidar.
r
	
	
The empirical means for determining the emission standard
immediately raises the question of why a standard other than the
ambient air quality standard. Each point source would maintain
a monitoring network and would operate so as to never broach the
ambient standard. On gooddays, the source would burn high sulfur'
11	 ^
fuel, and at bad times it would switch to low sulfur fuels (ref. 3).
The problem with this approach is that pollution is usually caused
by a group of point sources. The present emission standard at
least means that each individual in this group maintain its pro-
;.,
	
	
portionate share of pollution. In fact, a variable emission
standard based on 'atmospheric conditions might not be a bad
compromise. In any case, one might like to have an instrument
!	 that can check for compliance the operation of each individual
point source. The Raman lidar is such an instrument.
f
	
	
A third possible use of Raman lidar for stack plume monitoring
might come in the chemical reaction aspect of the dispersion process.
For example, the 502 concentration might be monitored in the presence
of varying amounts of particulates or other material. The lidar
might, at the same time, monitor the particulate matter present.
3. RAMAN LIDAR
Raman lidar is not a new idea. Its use was first suggestedz
	
	
by Cooney (ref. 4) in 1965 and implemented for the detection of
atmospheric nitrogen by Leonard (ref. 5) in 1967. Its applica-
tion to the measurement of pollutants was first proposed by
Inaba and Kobayasi (ref. 6) and then realized by them (ref. 7)
in 1970 for the cases of SO 2 and CO2 in a nearby oil smoke plume.
A brief summary of the use of Raman lidar for stack emission
measurements is given below. First, however, the Raman, scattering
phenomenon will be described. Then follow a description of the 	 a
LaRC Raman lidar used in the present tests and predictions of
its performance for various gases. After the lidar summary, the
issues of possible interferences and absolute calibration are
outlined.	 _.
3A. The Raman Scattering Phenomenon	 a
Raman scattering may be regarded as an inelastic collision
between a photon of energy hvo and a molecule. The molecule
is left In an excited state characteristic of its structure and
12
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a photon with energy	 hvR = hvo - AE	 is emitted.	 The energy
loss	 AE	 of the photon corresponds to a unique rotational or
a vibration-rotation energy change in the state of the molecule.
The process is sketched in figure 1 for vibrational Raman scatter-
ing.	 In the wavelen^,ch domain, this shift is to the long wave- 	 x
length side of the exciting laser wavelength as indicated in
figure 2.	 This paper concerns itself with the large shifts of
the vibration-rotation excitation. 	 Figure 3 indicates specific
shifts for the constituents of an oil smoke plume for excitation
by a ruby laser.	 T^ible 4 lists these shifts, the scattered wave-
`' lengths for ruby excitation, and more accurate scattering cross (
sections for a number of gases of possible interest. 	 The cross
sections have been stated relative to that of nitrogen and the
appropriate corrections have been made for the wavelength depend-
ence of Raman scattering using equation (3) and the actual exci-
tation wavelength of measurement.
a VR	 1/aR
	
(3)..,.
These cross sections are quite small. 	 For comparison, the Rayleigh
scattering cross section 	 is '1.98 x 10- 28 cm2/sr (ref. 11).	 The	 0
Raman cross sections are the prime determinate of 'the design and
performance of a Raman lidar.
3B.
	
Raman Lidar Design
The design of Raman lidars is not particularly straightforward
due in part to the weak scattering cross sections and in part
to many possible sources of interference. 	 Kildal and Byer ,(ref. 12)
and the work of the Japanese group (refs. 13, 14) give a good
insight into most of the intricacies of the design although each
omits certain possible interferences. 	 A Raman lidar consists of
a laser to illuminate the target gas, a telescope receiver to
collect and separate the scattered light, and a data acquisition
system (DAQ) to record the data.	 Figure 4`shows the first two
components schematically and figure 5-shows the DAQ. 	 The choice
s
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rTable 4 Raman Scatter Properties of Selected Gases. Q branch cross sections are
given relative to nitrogen for 6943 A excitation. The appropriate wave-
length scaling was done from the wavelengths of actualmeasurement.
K
Gas 	 Raman Shift	 aRS (6943)	 6re1 (6943)	 Reference
	
(cm-1 )	 (A)
N2 (v l )	 2331	 8284	 1.0	 8
0 2	 1556	 7784	 1.4	 8'
S02	 1151	 7546'	 6.6	 8
NO	 1876
	
7982	 0.51	 8
CO2 (2v 2 )	 1286	 7624	 1.10	 8
CO2 (V 1 )	 1388	 7683	 1.59	 8
CO	 2143
	
8158	 1.02	 8
H 2S	 2611	 8480	 6.4	 9
CH 4 (V 1 )	 2914	 8703	 7.5	 9
HC1	 2886	 8683	 2.6	 10
Note: Absolute N 2 differential scattering cross section is:
4.4 (± 1.7) x
	 10 -3 1 cm2/sr for 5145 A excitation (9)	
m
o
1.1 x 10-3 1 cm2/sr for 6943 A excitation
.9.'—'lMa6s`au'^fw.'.mAw',e.stW%ro •• k..R'uM3a.+..SH[..W+.*itF.F+.¢ e er.,.+itlte iaRbi2ki?e	..-	 .. ..	 ,,	 ..	 _—..	 ...	 -....
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of components is dictated to a large extent by the lidar equation
(4) which predicts the signal return from a target gas based on
lidar system parameters and on the concentration and cross -section
of the gas.	 Elimination of interferences is addressed in section
j 5E
The lidar equation is here expressed in terms appropriate
j for photon counting of the return signal. 	 It is divided into .
four dimensionless factors.
i
ji
^R\ Fo A.
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First, there is a scale factor which adjusts the conventional
lidar equation (usually expressed in terms of instantaneous
-power) so that the scattered signal can be expressed in counts
per range time bin and the exciting pulse in photons.	 The second
factor is the number of photons in the exciting light pulse of
Eo	 joules leaving the laser. 	 The third factor contains the
backscatter cross section,	 02 (fr),	 the gas concentration, 	 nz,
the length of the viewed interval, 	 L,	 and any extinction along
the path due to aerosol,	 (tot),	 or absorbing gas	 nxax.A
This factor assumes that the viewed interval is much longer than
the exciting pulse length.
	
Corrections are necessary if the
range interval is shorter, depending on whether the gas is
localized in a plume or continuously distributed. 	 The last
factor contains the total efficiency of a receiver channel,
K,-- including the photosurface quantum efficiency and it con-
tains the lidar geometry with	 A	 the area of the receiver and
R	 the range to the viewed interval.
The lidar parameters used or assumed in the present design
are listed in table 5.
	 The total channel efficiency is given
n 15
sTable 5. LaRC Raman Lidar Design Parameters.
Range	 300 m
Range interval	 6 m or 40 nsec
SO2 concentration	 1000 ppm
Laser wavelength	 6943 A
Laser energy	 1.5 J or 6 x 10 18 photons (nominal)
Laser beam divergence 	 1 mrad
only for the most sensitive channel viewing S0 2 . The design is	 . ,
the result of a number of separate contributions which, however,
had the same basic aims. The smallest telescope possible was
chosen for compactness. This choice both required and allowed
photon counting techniques to be used. Use of photon counting
detection also allowed convenient use of digital elements in
the DAQ (ref. 15) and narrow range bins"(e.g., down to 20 nsec)
(ref. 15), but limited lidar operation to night-time as will be
discussed later.	 The DAQ configuration as shown in figure 5
includes the Tomlinson Research sixteen-bin photon counting unit z
(ref. 15) and an auxiliary single time bin second channel which
was used for a time.	 The spectral selection elements were chosen
to be interference filters as shown in figure 4 for compactness,
ease of operation, and higher throughput than many high-rejection-
ratio monochromators.	 The selection of a ruby laser gave the
o	 a
option of operation at 6943 A or at 3472 A at reduced energy
0
per pulse.
	
The choice here was 6943 A due to the simplicity of
operation, the higher pulse energies available, and the hopes
of avoiding various interference problems.
The original version of the LaRC Raman lidar was described
by'Melfi et al.	 (ref. 16) and is'basically the same as herein
described except for certain changes and improvements.	 Northam
and Brumfield (ref. 17) later reassembled the lidar at LaRC 1
using a more compact 8-inch telescope because of the ND 1.0
attenuator found necessary by Melfi with the original 24-inch
receiver.	 The change in telescope required Northam and Brumfield
to add a new detector package. 	 Northam also initiated plans to
evaluate the lidar in the calibration tank mode. 	 Siviter assembled
the calibration tank. 	 The lead author then made contributions
to the reliability of photon counting, the efficiency of detection,
the certainty of specific pollutant detection, the flexibility of
the data acquisition system, formulation of data analysis programs,
"
zt and direction of the tests reported here.	 The photon counting
and other detector contributions are outlined in Appendix 2. 
Efficiency of detection was improved by addition of the high
t
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efficiency RCA 31034 photomultipliers, the acquiring of new,
hybrid filter elements, and by the addition of provisions to
tilt the interference filters to their peak transmission. The
filters were carefully specified to be centered slightly above
their Raman wavelengths so that the tuning distance would be
small. Certainty of detection was improved by means of this
ability to tilt the filters and by means of the hybrid filter
combinations. The flexibility of the DAQ was improved by a-
hardware change to allow a dual (but interleaved) channel mode
(ref. 15). Diagnostic and data analysis programs were formulated
and appear in Appendix 1. The results to be presented in section
5 were directed by the lead author. Several changes in the LaRC
lidar would have improved its performance still further, but time
was not available to do both the demanding evaluation of the
lidar at the calibration tank and the changes. These changes
include an analog DAQ for daytime operation, better beam
splitters to aid in selection and blocking, and the possible
use of a doubled-frequency, high-repetition-rate YAG laser.
3C. Performance Predictions
The theoretical performance of the LaRC`Raman lidar can be
estimated on the basis of equation (4) and the parameters in
tables 4 and 5 assuming that interferences have been elimin-
ated. The questions of systematic error and calibration are dis-
cussed below. Table 6 summarizes this predicted performance.
When viewing 1000 pp;n S02 at 300 m, the return signal should be
0.55 counts per laser firing as registered by the DAQ in a 40-
nsec bin (i.e., 6 m). The accumulation of 100 counts should
enable a measurement of S0 2 in the calibration tank at night
to a precision of 10% (i.e., a signal-to-noise ratio of 10)
Such an accumulation would require about 200 laser firings or
about 7 min. The potential for S0 2 monitoring at 'stacks is
very promising.
Diagnosis of correct operation and of freedom from inter-
ferences of the Raman lidar involves the measurement of other
lg
x
1Table 6. Performance Prediction for LaRC Raman Lidar for Various Gases.	 Systems
parameters are listed in table 5 and include a 6-m range interval at
300 m at a firing rate of 30 ppmin. I,
r
Time Period for	 Return per
L	 Gas Concentration	 10% Measure Shot Remarks
(PPm) (min) (cts) q_
S02 103 7 0.55
NO
_
103 83 0.04 --
CO2(7683) 330 76 0.044 --
0O2(7683) 3 x 10 4 -- -- --
02 2.1 x 10 5 -- 1.23 ND 1.3 added4
N2 7.9 x 105 -- 0.72 Other channel
I
ND 1.0, etc.
k
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gases in addition to 502 . Table 6 contains entries for the
predicted performance of the Raman lidar when viewing S021
NO, ambient CO 2 , high concentration CO 2 , ambient 0 2 , and, in
the reference channel, ambient N 2 . The N 2 counts are somewhat
arbitrary depending on the configuration of the reference channel
except that the 45 Mcps random count rate limit of the DAQ cannot
be exceeded. Ambient 0 2 operation is similar to the S0 2 opera-
tion except for the change of the spectral filter and attenuation
to keep the count rate below saturation. The configuration of
each type of operation is outlined in conjunction with the dis-
cussion of the channel transmissions and efficiencies appearing
in table 7.
3D. Review of Raman Lidars Used for Stack
Plume Measurements
•I
A brief review is given here of all the Raman lidars used
for stack plume or other pollutant gas measurements that have
been described in the open literature as of the date of this
report. Table 8 is a summary of this review. Assuming that
the interferenceproblem and lidar calibration have been
successfully handled, the most important column for the pur-
poses of comparing various lidar is the performance column.
The measure of performance used hers is the time period needed
to make a measurement to _a particular precision. This perform-
ance time period is here determined by scaling the reported
results of the various lidar groups to the hypothetical measure-
ment of 1000 ppm S02 at a distance of 300-m with a precision of
10 percent. A range interval of 6 m has been used and the use
of 'a standard size 8-inch receiver has been assumed. The other
columns of table 8 identify the Raman lidars and give several
of their distinguishing features.
As previously stated, Inaba and Kobayasi (ref. 7) first
measured S02
 in a nearby ,(30'm) oil smoke plume in 1970. Night
measurements of S0 2
 in a distant stack plume (200 m) were later
x	 reported by Nakahara'et al.(ref. 14) 	 These workers were much
20
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Table 7. Transmissions and Efficiences of the Several. Channels of the LaRC Raman
Lidar. The lower half refers to the standard lamp class of operation
and the upper to the Raman class of operation.
F
Parameter S02 CO2 02 N2
k FRAM 0.025 0.025 0.0013
_y
0.00021	 w
ratio 0.91 0.93 - 0.94 1.0
RAMT1 1 1 0.05 0.1
PMT 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.037
t:
Ttele 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
f TBS 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.7	 (?)
Tam*, 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Tschott(5 mm) 0.58 0.61 0.63 0.46	 (10 mm)
T.(p ) filter 0.66 0.64 0.69 0.51
0
X FWHM (A) 27 27 28 17
Tpol
0.84/2 0.84/2 0 . 84/2 0.88/2**
Tsl
0.005 0.005 0.005 0.01
Esl 5.8 x 10-5 6.0 x 10-5 6.2 x 10 -5 1.1 x 10-5
L
One way transmission over 300 m.
N **	 Depends on particular beamsplitter combination.	 Here leakage "adds" 1.05 factor.N
^„=ik::	 >em	 ......	 ........_ .A«.,r	 .w x.<.r-,.r u^ca.a,:a.•^r =^:xurz:.ne,E,,.a..uau..^+ra3rxsm^.E• -..	 ..:.	 ....._-	 _.	 _..... _
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Table 8.	 Surmary and Comparison of the Performances of the Several Raman Lidars Used
for Pollution Monitoring. 	 Performance numbers are scaled from actual reports
to a hypothetical measurement of 1000 ppm S02 at 300 m with a common 8-inch
telescope.
Group	 Date	 Performance Remarks Reference
Inaba and Kobayasi 	 1970	 400 min 6943 and3371, spectrometer, 6,7
plume at 30 m
Nakahara et al.	 1972	 40 min 5320, filters, 14
stack at 200 m
Leonard
	 1972	 33 min 3371, spectrometer, 20jet engine
Hirschfeld et al.	 1973	 2.5 min 3472, spectrometer, 21
daytime, gas clouds
DeLong	 1974	 1.5 min 3472, etc., gas clouds 22
Melfi et al.	 1973
	
6 min 6943, filter, 16,23
stack at 200 m
This paper	 1975	 15 min 6943, filters, --
cal. tank at 300 m
Kuper and Ebeling	 --	 120 min 6943, spectrometer, 24
cal. tank at 50 m
NN
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more concerned with the demonstration of the technique and
7
elimination of interferences than with performance although
they did attempt an absolute lidar measurement. 	 Their recom-'
men dations for the use of a high-repetition-rate, doubled-
0
frequency '(e.g., 5320 A) YAG laser are somewhat altered today
by the availability of efficient red photosurfaces and by NO2
fluorescence (ref. 18) and aerosol fluorescence (ref. 19) in
the green.	 Interference filters were used to select the S02
wavelength.	 The Japanese group also recognized the limitations
of photon counting when a high background was present and when
one had high instantaneous signal rates. 	 Leonard (ref. 20) used
Raman lidar to measure the composition and temperature of air-
craft engine exhaust emissions. 	 Among other features, he first
used analog detection under computer control. 	 Several descrip-
tions of the Block Engineering lidar are available; see Schildkraut
(ref.	 10)	 Hirschfeld et al.	 (ref.	 21), and Delong (ref.	 22).
This instrument is now based on a doubled-frequency ruby laser,
a polychromator, and an analog detection system capable of day-
time operation.	 It is probably the most powerful of all the
Raman lidars due partly to its 36-inch receiver, but its complexity
appears to limit its frequent use.	 Melfi et al.	 (ref. 16) used a
a Raman lidar based on the ruby laser and interference_ filters
to measure S02 at a stack 200 m away.	 Melfi (ref. 23) indicates
its larger telescope (i.e., 24-inch), but lower efficiency photo-
detectors, would place this lidar about a factor of two better
in performance than the present L'aRC lidar.	 However, Melfi et_ 1.
(ref. 16) state that the quoted performance was obtained with an '	 3
ND 0.9 attenuator in the return beam so that there is a discrep-
ancy of about 2` to 4 between their results and the returns pre-
dicted in table 6. 	 It is possible that aerosol fluorescence
might have caused thisdiscrepancy (ref. 23).
In few of the above lidars was much attention paid to absolute
performance.	 The reports contain very little information on which
to base the performance estimates in table 8.
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None of the above groups measured a known concentration of pollu-
tant gas in a calibration facility althoughmany tried to estimate
by other means the plume concentration. Measurements of nearby,
artificial pollutant clouds were made, but mainly from the point
of view of demonstration of the Raman technique. The present
j	 report is the first describing measurements of known pollutant
concentrations and possible interferences under controlled
conditions.
3E. Possible Interferences
3E1.	 Introduction
. The design of the Raman lida_r must include means to separate
the various spectral components in the scattered light and mini-
mize possible interferences.	 Two types of interference must be
guarded against:	 leakage of the wrong wavelength return or
acceptance of natural or induced broad-band background light
into the spectral bandwidth of a receiver channel. 	 The leakage
can be due to either an inadequate rejection ratio of the spectral
selector for strong returns at other wavelengths or to overlaps
of the rotational structure of a Raman lane with the spectral
band selected.	 The broad-band background light could be either
day background or fluorescence induced by the illuminating light
pulse from gases or aerosols.	 If fluorescence is present, one
' may also have to correct for the additional absorption of light 	 y
in the stack plume as indicated in equation (4). 	 If any of these
items or the ones discussed in 'sections 3F and 3G are overlooked,'
the potential of Raman lidar summarized in table 5 cannot be 	 a
achieved.
j 3E2.	 Filter Leakage Interference
	
r
Filter leakage interference can be due to inadequate rejection	 i
ratios for Raman returns far from the line selected or for returns
close to the line.	 Each are treated differently._ 	 Leakage inter-
ference can also be due to an overlap of the rotational structure
of a nearby strong line with the spectral band selected.	 One of
24,
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the most serious rejection problems is that of Mie scattered
light from plume aerosols at the same wavelength as the exciting
line. Mie backscatter from atmospheric aerosols and diffuse
scatter from the tank apertures and backstop are the corres-
ponding problem at the calibration tank. An estimate of the
seriousness of Mie backscatter can be made by using some of
the typical backscatter functions. In the lidar geometry of
table 5, one would have an equivalent backscatter coefficient
of 3 x 10 -10 for Raman 02 scatter, 2.4 x 10 -6 for Rayleigh
-4scatter, and 1 X 10ster -1 for a 10 km visual range ambient
maritime aerosol. 	 Assuming that the 3M black velvet paint on
the backstop used in the tank tests is less than 0.5 percent
reflecting, one can estimate its backscatter coefficient to be
about 1.6 x 10-3 ster -1 .	 Backscatter from a stack plume might
lie between that of the backstop and that from a white target
with a value of about 0.3 ster -1 depending on the opacity of the
plume.	 These estimates show that the Mie backscatter must be
blocked from entering the spectral selection device by a very
large factor.	 That factor might range from 1012 to 101`'.
present Raman lidar makes use of interference filters (e.g.,
fig. 6) which are naturally suited to giving high transmission
0
for the 7546 A S02 line and good rejection against Mie backscatter0	 0
at 6943 A and N 2 Raman at 8283 A.	 The present filters were
selected for relatively sharp shoulders and high transmission.
Narrower filters can be inserted in the optical channel if found
necessary.	 Other lidars make use of spectrometers for the selec-
tion.	 These spectrometers have typically had excellent rejection
ratios, but poorer transmissions.	 The use of spectrometers
becomes attractive for lidars using lasers toward the UV where
interference filters have poor transmissions and where lines are
0	 0
closely spaced (e.g., S02 at 3852 A and CO2 at 3600 A).	 The
rejection ratios of both filters and spectrometers can be aug-
mented by the use of absorbing glass filters.	 Figure 7 shows
the transmission of a piece of Schott RGN-9 color glass used in
the present lidar.	 A series of these glass filters with different
thicknesses were obtained in order to optimize and study the
25
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blocking of the Mie backscatter light at 6943 A. 	 Tests of the
efficacy of the blocking were carried out by observing the return
from the backstop during the measurements at the calibration tank,
and by observing returns from artificial plumes.	 Additional
rejection capability without a serious transmission loss is
probably best added to a filter Raman lidar by means of special
beamsplitters used at low angles of incidence to obtain sharp
shoulders in their transmission curves (e.g., fig. 8).	 One would
transmit the weak return while reflecting the strong reference. 44
The Raman lidar described here does not have such beamsplitters.
Other strong returns distant from the selected line may break
f.
through the interference filter in addition to the strong Mie
0
backscatter.	 Figure 6 indicates that the N2 return at 8283 A
is also naturally blockedr but that blocking at longer wavelengths
0
may be a problem (e.g., water vapor at 9300 A).	 The latter block-
ing can often be accomplished by taking advantage of the cut-off
response of the photosurface used in the receiver.	 Figure 9
indicates several Of these cut-off wavelengths.	 use of a photo-
surface yields much higher net sensitivity on-line than use of
metal films to block out longer wavelengths. 	 Note that the
C31034 photomultipli6r used in the present lidar is not sensitive
to the water vapor line.
Leakage of light through a filter due to a nearby Raman line
(e.g., 02 or CO2 for S02 work) depends on the design of the inter-0
ference filter.	 Raman excitation at 6943 A is an advantage in
that the Raman lines are well-spaced.	 This spacing allows one
to use somewhat wider filters which have both good peak trans-
missions and sharp shoulders. 	 The width also minimizes the
temperature dependence of the peak wavelength of the filter.
The dependence of the peak wavelength on angle of incidence
(ref. 25) is made use of in this lidar to peak the transmission
and to verify that one is in fact viewing a Raman line rather
than a broad-band return. Blocking of nearby returns depends
on the sharpness of the shoulders of the filters. Figure 10
shows a typical transmission curve of a three-cavity design,
26
all-dielectric filter which is currently available (ref. 26)
C
For example, one can estimate the leakage through a 7683 A CO2
O
filter due to the 7784 A 02 Raman line. Figure 10 indicates
C
that a blocking of 2 x 10 4 might be expected 100 A from the CO2
line center. Leakage at the 10 ppm level of CO 2 might then be
expected. Section 5D presents measurements of ambient CO 2 which
are relevant to this leakage question. On the basis of section
5D, an S0 2 filter can be expected to block the 02 Raman return
to the 2 ppm level of SO 2 . Potentially more serious in an $02
0'measurement is the possibility of leakage due to the 7624 A CO2
line since the CO 2 in a plume can reach 10 to 20% levels.. Figure
10 again indicates that leakage of Q-branch CO2 scatter from 105
PPM CO2 in a plume is not serious (e.g., 20 ppm of S0 2`contri-
bution).
Raman scatter, however, is not confined to a single line
(i.e., the Q-branch) as is indicated in figure 11 for scatter
from nitrogen. About 12% of the scattered light in the parallel
polarization is distributed in branches due to rotational structure
i	 of the line. It might be possible for this weaker scatter closer
to the filter pass band to contribute to the lidar return. If
one assumes that the CO 2 structure is the same as N2 for the sake
of an order of magnitude estimate, one finds that convolution of
figures 10 and 11 indicates only a 10 ppm contribution of 10 5 ppm
CO2 to 10 3 ppm S0 2 in a stack plume measurement. Similarly, one
can estimate that the 0 2 branches do not contribute to a CO2
signal at the 330 ppm CO2 :level. In view of the lack of explicit
information about the CO'2 rotational structure and the uncertainty
in the filter blocking for nearby wavelengths, it was decided to
check for this type of leakage by viewing the calibration tank
}	 using the S02 filter when the CO 2 concentration was raised to	 .r.
105 ppm. Section 5G presents the results of this test.
3E3. Broad-Band Background and Fluorescence Interference
Two types of broad-band background can obscure theRaman sig-
nal; natural background and induced fluorescence background. This
interference can be minimized by proper spatial and spectral fit-
a
3
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atering. Once minimized, it can often be eliminated by suitable
y
	
	
data recording and analysis techniques. Total elimination of
day background is possible by working at night. Total elimina-
tion of fluorescence is not possible unless a lidar wavelength
can be selected that will not excite fluorescence. During tests
with the Raman lidar at the calibration tank, it was found that
day background rates were about ten times the standard lamp rates
while looking at the black backstop. Measurements of N2 and 02
Raman returns were found possible under these conditions if the
r
	
	 day background remained constant and was subtracted by additional
measurements. Operation of the sensitive SO 2 channel would not
be possible, however, because the day background rate of about
90 Mcps saturated the photon counting system. This saturation
made data recording and subsequent background subtraction
impossible. An analog data system would not be so.limited (ref.
21). Induced fluorescence, if present, could also be subtracted
from an observed signal. In this case, one would view the return
at the selected line and at a line position nearby where no Raman	
r
return would be expected. A third channel could be used or a	 s
consecutive viewing period with the Raman line filter tilted
so that it accepted only the dummy line. Again, one must minimize
the fluorescence so that the photon counting system can recordit.
Induced fluorescence is known to be a problem at wavelengths
shorter than 6943 A with respect to both gases and aerosols (refs.
18, 19, 27)	 Little work has been done on this question at 6943 A.
Melfi et al. (ref. 16) conclude that they observed no fluores-
cence based on the fact that no decay time on the scale of 250 nsec
was observed. They ,did not detune the filter, though, and a fluor-
escence decay time of less than 250 nsec might have been present.
j	 No estimates of fluorescence interfere,ce are made here. Attempts
to measure its importance are described in sections 51 and 5H in 	 i
the context of the calibration tank. Definitive tests will have
to be carried out at a real stack plume. There one can employ
at least three methods to identify fluorescence The filters	 II
can be detuned to look for broad-band fluorescence, the range
intervals can be narrowed to identify decay time constants as
^	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
^-	 short as 60 nsec, and, in the case of aerosols, the stack pre-
cipitators can be used to vary the amount of aerosols independently
of the gases.
3F. Tests for Correct Operation
Tests for correct operation of the lidar typically consist
of viewing a standard lamp placed at the range interval of interest
and measuring N 2 and 0 2 profiles through the atmosphere. These
F
tests insure that the lidar data system is working correctly and
that all optical elements of the lidar are in good condition.
Correct operation of the data system means that the photomul
tiplier plateau has been reached, that the photomultiplier gate
is properly adjusted, that multiple pulsing at the discriminator
is not present, that noise does not enter the system during laser
firing, and that the count rate saturation values are known and
worked within. The first three questions as well as other photo
multiplier related questions are discussed in Appendix 2. The
latter two questions are discussed in sections 5A and 5B.
The optical performance of the Raman lidar can be checked by
measuring an N 2 or 02 profile in the atmosphere. However, it is
just as effective and somewhat easier to view a standard lamp
placed down range. Furthermore, the standard lamp can be used
to diagnose any efficiency loss that might be noted in the N2
r; tests. The predictions of Raman lidar performance in 'table 5
;r were not entirely achieved:. The search for the discrepancy
, g using the standard lamp is discussed in section 5E. The lamp
used was a 1000 W GE DXW Quartzline lamp with a nominal spectral
0flux density at 7500 A of ,23 uW/cm 2 nm at 50 cm (ref. 28)	 The
photon ;flux falling on the 8-inch aperture telescope at 300 m
is approximately 9 x 10 9 photons per sec-A and is denoted by B.
o
The photon flux at 8283 A is greater by 1.04. The count rates
expected from the standard lamp in each channel are given by
R	 EsZ B T J Tfilt dX	 (s)
	
r	 -
	
.	
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where it is assumed that B and the system efficiency E are
,`,. h	 constant over the small spectral width of the filter. The nor-
malized spectral width of the filter is given by Tfilt which
for estimation purposes is just the full-width half maximum of
...	 C
the filter in A. The final factor, T, represents any attenu-
ation added which is not normally used. The system efficiency
can be expressed as
Esk	 Tatm Ttele TBS TSchott Tpol Tp EPMT Ti	 (6)
where Tatm represents the'transmissivity of the atmosphere from
the lamp, T	 represents the transmission of the telescope,
`	 tele
TBS represents the transmission (or reflectivity) of the beam
splitter for the polarization in use, Tpol represents the trans-
mission of the polarizer, T	 represents the transmissionSchott
of the blocking filters, Tp represents the peak transmission 	 {
of the spectral filter, EPMT--represents the quantum efficiency
of the photomultiplier, and T1 represents the transmission of
any other optical attenuator normally used in the optical train.
Al'1 of these transmissions and efficiencies were measured at
either the wavelength of operation or one close by. Filter-
transmissions and shapes were measured on a'Cary 17 spectro-
photometer. Photomultiplier efficiencies were measured using the
photomultiplier as a diode, an HeNe laser, a laser power meter,
and the relative sensitivity curves of the photosurface. All
of these parameters were determined in conjunction with the
absolute efficiency search described in section 5E and are
listed in table 8. The parameters in this table are arranged so	 A
that the components of the efficiency for Raman operation can be
found by reading up from the lower dashed line and the components
of the efficiency for standard lamp operation can be found by
reading down from the upper dashed line. Table 9 lists the
expected standard lamp rates for the parameters of table 8.
Note the slight correction for polarizer leakage in standard
lamp operation. Section 5E compares these predictions with
	 -
actual measurements and discusses any discrepancies.
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Predicted Rates in the Several Channels of the
Raman Lidar viewing the Standard Lamp.
Channel	 Rate (Mcps)
SO 2 	14
CO 2 15
0 2 16
N 2 1.9
The standard lampalso aids in the optical alignment of the
lidar. Using it, one can position the collimating lens and the
lens that focuses the light on the small photosurface of the
RCA C31034. One can also check for vignetting by moving the lamp
through the field,of view of the telescope. Auxiliary spectral
lamps placed close to the telescope were also used. These were
an independent check on the angle-tuning constants of each filter
and on the location of the peak transmission wavelength.
3G. Calibration
The difficulty of making an absolute lidar measurement makes
it imperative that a suitable calibration method be developed.
Many workers have suggested using a second reference channel,
usually N21 to aid in this calibration. The concentration of
the unknown gas can then be written in terms of ratios of known
or measurable quantities. For example, the ratio of N 2 to 02
concentration can be written as
4	 nN2	 aO2	 aO2, 
	
T3 NN2 (7)
n _a
	 v
	 (7E: No2
	
 NO
02N2	 N2 2 	
2
Ram
j	 where the wavelength ratios are given in table 8, the cross section-
5'	 f
_ ratios in table 4, the efficiency ratio is determined by the standard
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lamp measurement, and the transmissivity ratio accounts for any
optical attenuation added to or removed from individual channels
for Raman operation if different than for standard lamp operation.
The final factor is the ratio of observed range interval counts
corrected if need be for pileup. It is here assumed that the
filters are peaked for each Raman line. It is obvious that all
the ratios in equation (7) are known except for the relative
efficiency of the two channels. Similarly, any other gas con-
centration can be determined relative to N2 using equation (7)
as long as relevant relative efficiences can be determined.
The determination of the relative sensitivity of the two
channels can be done in several ways. Measurement of the N2/02
ratio in the atmosphere (i.e., 3.7) could serve to measure the
efficiency ratio at these two wavelengths in addition to deter-
mining atmospheric and plume transmissivities and to; pt)viding
laser pulse energy normalization. If the Raman line of the
unknown concentration gas is close to the 0 2 line, no further
measurements would be necessary for calibration. In fact, one
may wish to measure the ratio of unknown to 0 2 as reference in
this particular case. If the measurements are consecutive in
time with a single channel, no linking of channels would be
F	 necessary. If done simultaneously in a dual channel mode, the
two channels must be linked using Raman 02 measurements in both.	
x
If the Raman line of the unknown gas is far from the 02 line,_ 	 }
the spectral gap must-be bridged by use of the standard lamp.
Either of the two reference methods outlined above could be used.
Work in this report emphasized the use of the standard lamp and
"	 the N2/02
 ratio calibration methods. Most of the results quoted
f
R
	
	 in section 5 were obtainedwith standard lamp calibrations. A
number of these results were recalculated using the N2/02 method
as quoted in Section 5I.	 t
C	 °, The relative Raman efficiences can be obtained from the
relative standard lamp efficiencies using equation (5)
i
-
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FRAM - EsQ Tatm Tpol Ti
The most convenient form of the relative Raman efficiency
formula is
02 R B a 02 N2
eRAM 02 N2 N2 T T of
1.05
-N	 _2
1Y
B02 a02 N-2 2
FRAM
2
p Tpol
(9)
(10)
and using equation (6)
where the peak transmission of the filters allow the use of a,
the ratio of filter areas as determined by weighing. If the polar
izer is used for Raman measurements, only the 1.05 factor remains
for N 2 reference measurements. Otherwise, the full factor must
be used for N2 reference measurements. 02 reference work would
not have this correction factor. The subscripts of equation (10)
must be changed to correspond to the actual case at hand. The
two basic calibration formulas are equation (7) and equation (10)
The relative calibrations just discussed 'yield ,absolute con-
centrations of pollutantss to a precision determined by the length
of time available to fire the laser. A loss of efficiency in a
channel will not affect the ability to make the measurement, but
only the time it will take to obtain enough returns to get the
desired precision. The optimization of system efficiency; is
	
`f	 discussed in sections 3F and 5E. The accuracy of the measure-
ment depends on the calibration procedure. A measure of the
A
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Ylidar accuracy can be obtained by comparing lidar measurements
of known concentration pollutants in the calibration tank with
in situ measurements. These measurements are reported in section .5.
4. CALIBRATION TANK
4A. General
A Raman lidar calibration facility has been constructed.to
contain the gases for the calibration measurements. The tank
consists basically of a steel tube 2 m in diameter and 20 m
long. In principle of operation, the tank is charged with a
quantity of gas which is mixedwith ambient air to a known
concentration. Raman lidar measurements can then be made
through a known volume and concentration of gas.
4B. Tank Description
The calibration tank 'consists of a 2-m-diameter by 20-m-
long steel tube. The tank is charged with gas through a 15-m
long perforated manifold. Twu fans, located in the tank, are
used to mix the charge. At each end of the gas tank there is
an aperture 0.6 m in diameter. The aperture is required to
maintain the gas mixture in the tank. A larger diameter aper-
ture or no aperture would greatly reduce the gas residence time
in the tank. Each aperture is fitted with a remotely operated
shutter. The shutters are closed during short periods when
measurements are not being made, 'thus increasing the gas resi-
dence time. A 1.3-m-wide air curtain fan is Located at each end
of the tank. Any outside air currents blowing down the tank
would result in a loss of the gas charge in the tank. The heating.
and cooling system is used to regulate temperature and for dehumidi-
fication. This capability has been used primarily, to date, to
dry the system for use with SO2. Figure 12 is a schematic of
the tank showing its principal components
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4C. Gas Operation
The tank has been operated for Raman lidar calibrations with
various concentrations of CO2 and SO 2 . Gas mixtures have been
maintained to within ± 5 percent of a desired level for residence
times of 10 minutes. The tank has also been charged with varying
concentrations of CO without difficulty.
4D. Aerosol Operation
Aerosol screens have been produced in front of the tank to
simulate a smoke stack plume. The aerosol screens were produced
by burning a mixture of used automotive engine oil and varsol.
A waste cotton material was used as a wick-base for the smudge
pot technique. The smoke was then vented through the air curtain
fan to produce a screen of aerosols about 1.3 m wide by 15 cm
thick.
4E. Instrumentation
The calibration tank instrumentation (table 10) consists
primarily of gas analysis-and. temperature measurement. The hand-
ling of the gas sample for analysis is made with an Environmetrics
gas handling pump. The gas sample is taken about mid-way in the
tank through 6-mm-diameter teflon-tubing. The sample is then
pumpdd through the analyzer at a rate of about 1 to 3 standard
cubic feet per hour. A chart recorder is used to record the
gas concentration with time. Figure 13 shows a typical time
history of the gas concentration for a CO 2 and an S02 run.
Table 10. Gas Sampling Instrumentation
Gas	 Manufacturer	 Range
f
Co	 MSI LIRA
	 0 to 1000 ppm
5. LIDAR MEASUREMENTS OF AMBIENT GASES AND HIGH CONCENTRATION
POLLUTANTS IN THE CALIBRATION TANK
5A. N2/02 Ratios in the Atmosphere
Measurements of the N 2/0 2 concentration ratios serve to
check for correct operation of the lidar, calibrate the lidar
for absolute measurements of pollutants, and to measure the
atmospheric extinction. 	 Initial measurements with the LaRC
Raman lidar during these tests were concerned with the check
for correct operation.	 The latter two possibilities were pursued
during measurements through the tank.	 Figure 14 is a display of
an early return from the atmosphere alone. 	 The counts in each
bin of the sixteen-bin photon counting system accumulated after
a number of laser-firings were displayed here after the range
square correction of equation (4) was made. 	 The error bars on
each point are statistical precisions.	 The N 2 and 02 profiles
were obtained consecutively since the sixteen bins form only a
single channel.	 Range bins of 200 nsec were used for a total
range time of 3.55 psec or 511 m. 	 The returns for each gas should
show an exponential decay depending on the amount of extinction
present.	 The scales are arbitrary in that the returns were atten-
uated to make them about equal and to place the initial count rates
within the limits of the photon counting system.	 Figure 14 indi-
cates that the fields of view of receiver and transmitter do not
overlap until about 1.55 psec for the receiver field of view
used for this run. 	 Not so obvious is the need for a pileup
correction at the beginning of the profile to account for the
random count limitations of the photon counting system (e.g.p
45 McPs).	 Figure 15 shows the ratio of the above profiles. 	 The
units are again arbitrary along the abscissa since the relative
sensitivity of the two channels is not known without additional
information.	 Note that the adjustment of both returns to about
the same value in figure 14 corrects for much of the overlap and
pileup problems without explicit calculation.	 The ratio curve
in figure 15 should be a straight line with range. 	 Appendix 1
Aq
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compiles the data analysis programs that allow presentations of
data and results such as in figure 14 and figure 15 along with
the various corrections (e.g., pileup).
5B. N 2/02 Ratios Through the Calibration Tank
r
Most of the Raman lidar work was done in conjunction with the
calibration tank. Initial N 2/0 2 profiles and ratios were taken to
verify that backscatter from the tank and tank apertures would not
break through the blocking into the Raman channels. Elimination
of this backscatter was found to be necessary for the highest
sensitivity channel. It was accomplished by proper configuration
and blackening of the tank and by proper choice of auxiliary
blocking filters. Figure 16 shows the atmospheric profiles
through the tank on the same range ',scale as figure 14. The 	 A
profile is truncated by the backstop that was placed to make
the lidar range safe to passers-by. Note that the nitrogen
channel shows no sign of the backstop whereas the oxygen channel
shows its presence. The oxygen channel is obviously poor in
blocking the Mie scatter from the backstop even though a
5-mm Schott filter was used. The interference filters in this
test were soon replaced with new filters. Neither channel indi-
cates the presence of the tank which normally appears about 1.9
usec. It was found that apertures as small as two feet in diameter
could be used to help contain gas in.the tank as Tong as the laser
beam was collimated to "1 millirad in full width, the tank apertures
were kept smooth, and kept black with 3M, Black Velvet paint.
Tests with the highest sensitivity channel are discussed in
sections 5D and 5E. The residual counts after the backstop
in figure 16 are due toafterpulsing in the photomultiplier
which is discussed in Appendix 2. Both tubes were RCA 8852
at this time.
once it was proven that the Raman lidar could look through
the tank successfully, attention was placed on the atmospheric
profiles again for purposes of exploring the calibration of the
lidar and measuring atmospheric extinction. Figure 17 displays
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tsample returns from the atmosphere through the tank. The time
bins are now 40 nsec which allows two bins to be placed within
the tank as discussed in section 5C. Figure 17 shows no evidence
of tank breakthrough. The backstop is just out of range. Figure
18 shows the N 2/02 count ratio accompanied by an absolute scale
determined by standard lamp measurements. The observed ratio of
3.8 ± 0.1 indicates fair agreement within the expected'3.7. It
is typical of N 2/0 2 profiles. This calibration proceeded as dis-
cussed in section 3G.with the properties of the interference
filters known by laboratory measurements and with their peaks
adjusted to the Raman line wavelengths empirically by tilting.
Standard lamp ratios were first taken with an auxiliary counter
`	 connected to the photon counting system. This method was later
replaced by taking the calibration data with the complete system
itself (triggered by an auxiliary pulser) and by analyzing it
in a manner similar to the profile ratios as discussed in Appendix
1. Such a standard lamp profile is a good check on correct oper-
ation of the detector. The fluctuation of the data points in each
bin of figure 17 raises questions concerning the true width of the
time bins, the true randomness of the counts, and the possibility
of noise during laser firing. The latter is the most difficult
question to answer due to the low Raman return. It was eliminated
by observing the standard lamp through a S02 filter with no S02
gas present and with the laser firing out of the receiver field
of 'view. The first two questions are closely intertwined. Exten-
sive tests and analysis with the standard lamp showed that fluctu-
ations such as appear in figure 17 are normal and that the widths
of the bins were correct to a few percent.
	 x
5C. High Concentration CO2
The encouraging results with the Raman lidar for atmospheric
constituents prompted measurements of other gases in the calf-
bration tank. CO2 was chosen because it is not toxic like S02.
A range of concentrations was chosen that spanned a return signal
as small as that from 1000 ppm S02 up to ten times that signal.
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1The CO 2 concentrations ranged from 10,000 to 35,000 ppm.	 Figure 19
shows the CO2 profile and the N2 reference profile.	 The CO 2 return
was taken with the more sensitive RCA 31034.	 The channels were
taken consecutively in time. 	 The t:ifite scale of operation (e.g.,
100 shots) does not allow the ambient 330 ppm CO 2 to be seen.
Operation of the CO2 channel without CO2 in the tank is a good
means to monitor the condition of tAa black -surfaces of the tank
and any resultant increase in Mie backscatter breakthrough from
4
the tank.. Routine use of this test is time-consuming, however,
so it was replaced by an analog Mie detector installed as a third
channel in the Raman lidar detector package.
	 Tank Mie returns
were typically 0.01 times the backstop return. 	 To obtain absolute
7
CO2 concentrations from the lidar measurements shown in figure 19,
the standard lamp calibration method was again used.
	 Figure 20
`	 compares the Raman lidar measurements of the various CO 2 concen-
trations with ' the concentrations measured by the in situ gas
sampler.	 The systematic error appears to be smaller than about
10 percent.	 Similar results were obtained during several other
high concentration CO2 tests.
	
The Raman lidar could thus be
used to characterize the high CO 2 concentrations in a stack plume
if those were of interest (ref. 23).
	 These results with CO2 indi-
cated that the Raman lidar, the calibration tank, and the lidar
calibration method were ready for the more demanding measurements
of 500 ppm S0 2 .	 The absolute return of the 19 December 1974 test
r
corresponded to 0.7 counts/shot which is a factor of 3.4 lower than
predicted by table 6 once the presence of a second 5-mm Schott
filter in the CO2
 wastaken into account.	 The standard lamp CO2
rate was 5.8 MHz which is a factor of 1.6 smaller than predicted
by table 9 once the extra Schott filter is taken into account.
These discrepancies in absolute return and performance instituted
a lost photon hunt which is summarized below in section 5E.E
5D.
	
Ambient CO2
r
Table 6 indicates that a Raman lidar capable of detection and
measurement of ambient CO 2
 at 330 ppm should certainly be capable
of measuring 5C0 to 1000 ppm of S0 2
 as long as interferences are
v	
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not present. The time period for such a measurement would be
Y^
	
twelve times that for the S0 2 measurement or a predicted 76 minutes,
In view of this long period and the capability of placing known
concentrations of gases in the calibration tank, no work was
done specifically on ambient CO 2 . However, in the course of -
the high concentration CO2 measurements, signals from ambient
CO2 were obtained from those time bins outside the tank. These
signals imply that the ambient CO 2 concentration was 850 (± 170)
ppm which is much too high unless leakage of CO 2 from the tank
raised the concentration to that value temporarily. Assuming
that gas leakage from the tank could not cause such a high reading,
one can set an upper limit for the blocking of the CO 2 filter to
02 Raman scatter. Mie backscatter is not expected since two 5-mm
Schott filters were in use. The excess counts when attributed
to 02 Raman scatter indicate that the CO 2 filter blocking for
the 02 line (100 A away,) is only a factor of 1.4 x 10 3 . Figure 10
indicated that one might have expected a blocking of 2 x 104.
Narrower filters could be ordered to obtain a higher blocking
if desired. Since the CO21 02 , and S02 filters are all very
similar in peak wavelength and shape, one can estimate the
blocking expected for these filters and other lines as discussed
in section 3E. One should try two CO 2 filters in tandem to try
to eliminate the leakage.
5E. Absolute Efficiency Search
The high concentration CO 2 results of December 1974 indicated
that the standard lamp signal was low by a factor of 1.6 and the k
CO 2 Raman signal low by an additional factor of 2.1 from the pre-
"	 dieted signals based on the parameters of table 7.	 The situation
was not clear at the time because not all the system parameters
were then as well known as implied in the discussion of table 7.
The 3.4 discrepancy was serious since it made the difference
between 6 min and 20 min in predicted performance.	 The search
also took longer than might be expected because of modification
of the single channel photon counting system to a dual channel
k 40
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-	 system, installation of gating provisions for the C31034 photo-
multiplier, studies of partial reduction in auxiliary blocking
in the 0 2 channel, and a variety of other changes and mishaps.
During this time period, the extensive statistical tests were
carried out.	 The particular C31034 in use from December 1974
to May 1975 probably degraded in use by a factor of two over
this period and was, in fact, destroyed by accident on 2 May. Y
A ! concurrent problem with the photomultiplier bias circuit also
took place on 2 May.	 After installation of a new base and tube,
the LaRC Raman lidar performed at its highest sensitivity. 	 A
NZ/02
 profile on 16 May gave returns of 0.45 counts /shot for N2
and 0.60 counts/shot for 0 2 .	 The standard lamp rates were 9.6
E
_	 Mcps for 02 and 1 . 4 Mcps for N2.	 Comparisons to table 6 and table
i	 9 indicate that the standard lamp rates are down by a factor of
about 1 . 5 and the Raman rates are down by a factor of 1.3.
	 The
airfield visibility that night was reported as 6 miles in haze,
clearing after . a rain shower to 7 miles.
	 The light rain that
night did not _appear to affect the Raman returns.
	 The slope of
the N 2 and 02
 Raman returns showed little evidence of any absorp-
tion due to the atmospheric conditions.
	 One concludes that the
discrepancies are real.
	 Extensive tests of the receiver were
carried out daring which field of view, focusing, aberrations,
photosurface scans, etc. were all studied.
	 It is suggested that
the receiver discrepancy of 1.5 may still be due to a poor tele-
'	 scope mirror reflectivity in the 7600 A region in addition to the
50 percent transmission measured at 6328 A. 	 If this reflectivity
is the sole cause of the receiver loss, the Raman return can be
increased by a factor of 4 by recoating the mirrors.
	 The dis-
crepancy in the Izaman rates by a factor of 1.3 cannot now be .,.
explained.
	 It 'may be due just to uncertsx::.r.,ty :^.n one of the
other transmissions or efficiences in table F. :r
1E;	 -5F.	 S02 Measurements-
1
k
`	 During May to July, four observations of S0 2 concentrations
in the calibration tank were made.
	 Only two of these were made
^-}	 after peak performance of the lidar had been reached. " Figure 21
ss^
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shows the results of the analysis of the measurements of 19 May
1975. The range profile is not shown since it has all the same
features as the CO 2 range profile in figure 19. Most of the
data for 19 May was taken in the dual channel mode so that 'a
simultaneous N2 normalization profile was obtained. The cost of
this could have been a systematic error due to the single S02
range interval not being centered in the tank. The numbers at
each point in figure 21 are the number of laser firings needed 	 r
to obtain that point with its corresponding precision. This
result in addition to the other S0 2 runs is the basis for the
conclusions of this paper that the LaRC Raman lidar is capable
of night measurements to 10 percent accuracy of 1000 ppm S0 2 in
stack plumes at a distance of 300 m if interferences are eliminated 	 L
or accounted for.
In these tests, the S02 was certainly being detected because
the signal except for a small residual disappeared when the gas
was released from the tank. In addition, the S0 2 filter was de-
tuned by tilting and the signal also 4isappeared.
5G. Gas Interferences
Several possible gas interferences with the measurements of
the Raman lidar have been discussed in section 3E. One of these,
02 Raman leakage through the CO 2 filter, was examined in section
5D above. That examination indicated that the inteference filters
appeared to perform 20 times worse than the expected behavior
given in figure 10, and led to estimates in section 3E of other
leakage possibilities. For example, the 02 Raman return should
be blocked to the 2 ppm level when using the S0 2 filter. The
stronger N2 Daman signal should contribute even less. The closer
4	 CO2 Raman line at 7624'A was expected to contribute about 20 ppm
to an S02 measurement if the CO 2 concentration was 105 ppm. Pre
s.1minary results of this CO2 test of the S02 filter on 26 June
1975 was that the leakage signal could not be distinguished from
leakage through the S0 2 ,filter in the absence of CO2 in the tank.
The background breakthrough of the S0 2
 filter corresponded to
0.01 counts/shot or 40 ppm of S0 2
 The cause of this leakage is
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not known. The only other prevalent atmospheric constituent is
water vapor, but the photomultiplier photosurface is not sensitive
to its wavelength. One should try two SO 2 filters in tandem to
help distinguish the cause of this leakage.
No tests of gas fluorescence were made other than the detuning
of the SO 2 filter when SO 2 was in the tank. One may wish to test
NO2 for fluorescence leakage (since this is one noise source in
the green, ref. 18) in spite of the fact that its concentration
will be quite small right at the stack (tens of ppm).
5H. Particulate Interferences
Mie backscatter interferences and possible particle fluores-
cence interferences can affect the Raman lidar results as dis-
cussed in section 3E. Mie backscatter from stack aerosols is
the possible problem at the stack. Mie backscatter from_atmos-
pheric aerosols and diffuse scatter from the tank apertures and
backstop are the problem at the tank. The residual counts in
the SO2 Raman channel might be a problem of Mie backscatter from
ambient aerosols. It will be of interest to check this hypothesis
here by,- . scaling from. the observed backstop breakthrough signal
using the estimated backscatter functions of section 3E3. Similar
means to check and eliminate Mie backscatter would be used at a
stack; A stack plume is not expected to be as an effective
scatterer of light as a black (or white) target, especially with
I
the present emission regulations. The observed return from the
black backstop using the SO 2 filter and a 6-mm RGN-9 absorber
is about the equivalent of 3 x 10 3 ppm SO2 . The tank is not
usually seen under these conditions. Assuming that the black
backstop is still less than 0.5% reflecting (ref. 29), one can
estimate a return of about 15 .0 ppm S02 for a typical aerosol
breakthrough. A residual SO 2 signal of about 30 ppm S02 was	 j
4
observed. However, the analog channel showed that scatter from
the tank apertures was of greater magnitude than aerosol scatter
at the range of the tank so that the tank apertures should also
have been seen in the residual SO 2 signal. Also, addition of an
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extra 1 mm of RGN-9 did not eliminate the residual S0 2 return as
it should have done.
Fluorescence of aerosols is a problem that can only be studied
at a stack due to the difficulty of imitating the aerosols in a
real plume. The authors found it difficult to produce a plume
just for the purpose of checking the blocking that would be needed
at a stack much less one for the study of fluorescence. At least
another 5-mm RGN-9 Schott glass filter will be needed at a stack.
It is possible that the residual S0 2
 signal is , due to ambient
aerosol fluorescence.
5I. Alternate Calibration Schemes and Systematic Errors
The alternate calibration scheme to the use of a nitrogen
reference channel is the use of an oxygen reference channel. Its
advantage is its proximity in wavelength to the S02 Raman line.
The spectral lamp need not span such a wide response region. In
addition, the identical channel can be used with only the use of
	 z
an auxiliary optical attenuator to keep the count rate comparable.
Until the lidar is modified to have two identical channels, the
method requires consecutive profiles. A test of this scheme
directly has not yet been carried out due to other priorities
and equipment difficulties. However, a number of both CO2/N2
and S0 2/N2
 measurements were made the same night as 0 2/N2
 ratios.
It was then possible to determine the S02 concentration, for
example, in two ways. The nitrogen normalization technique plus
standard lamp yielded 1130 ± 140 ppm. Use of the N 2/02 ratio in
addition to the N 2/S0 2
 ratio to obtain an absolute S0 2
 concen-
tration yielded 1150 ppm S0 2 . The data run was number 7 of 19
May. The sampling indicated 1367 ± 257 ppm. The systematic
f	 _
error was not affected in this hybrid calibration technique.
R
Whether or not_the direct 0 2
 calibration would eliminate the
systematic error is not obvious. A similar test with CO 2 data
of 10 December 1974 indicated an increase from 76,000 ppm to
84,000 ppm using the 02
 hybrid scheme. The actual in situ CO2
concentrator_was 74 , 000 ppm , in this aase _. Most of the N2/02
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ratios were also high, again indicating a systematic error and a 	 a
lower than expected 02 concentration. The cause of this system-
atic error is not known.	
i
6. LIDAR MEASUREMENTS OF AEROSOL PLUMES AND ATMOSPHERIC
EXTINCTION AT THE CALIBRATION TANK
6A. Theory and Review of Other Lidar Measurements
y
	
	
Many workers have suggested the use of remote Raman scatter
to obtain the transmittance of the atmosphere and aerosol plumes.
Leonard and Caputo (ref. 30) have made the most thorough investi-
gation of such possibilities experimentally for the atmosphere
and artificial smoke clouds. In the present context, one would
0
view the range dependence of the nitrogen Raman scatter at 8283 A.
Equation (4) indicates that this range dependence would lead to
a measure of transmittance since the cross section and distri-
bution of nitrogen is known.. Figure 22 shows schematically such
y
	
	 a'return for many laser firings. The slope of the line depends
on the atmospheric transmittance as in figure 17 and the discon-
tinuity on the plume transmittance. The smoke plume transmiit-
o
	
	 ance can thus be determined in principle as long as single scatter
prevails and enough radiation traverses the plume. It is also
assumed that there are no other absorbers present and that inter-
ferences such as fluorescences have been eliminated or accounted	
a
for. The principle of this transmittance determination using the
Raman lidar is.very similar to the lidar method tried by Cook
et al. (ref. 31) using Mie scatter from ambient aerosol before
and after the plume. The Raman scatter method has several
potential advantages which will alleviate difficulties with the
Mie scatter method.
For many purposes, knowledge of the atmospheric or plume
transmission is sufficient. For example, a model for radiative
f
	
	 transfer through the atmosphere including aerosols may only require
the net transmittance to be measured. For plumes, one of the
Federal Emission Standards (ref. 2) limits the opacity of the
45
fplume to 20 percent or less except for 2-min periods every hour. i
The opacity measurement is also important for theproper, interp-
retation of SO2 measurements in the plume. Leonard and Caputo
(ref. 30) measured cloud transmittance to several percent pre-
cision over a range of one-quarter mile. The potential for the
LaRC Raman lidar for plume transmission measurements will be
discussed below.
The second Federal Standard (ref. 2) for particulates in stack
E emissions requires the mass emission rate to be below 0.18 g/Mcalhe
Reference to table 1 indicates that s percent coal, for example,
will emit 8.2 s g/Mcalh input. A plant burning one percent fly
ash coal would therefore need a precipitator operating at 97.8
percent efficiency to enable the plant to meet the emission
standards. Again, the standard is not written in terms of rates
so that all plants must have the same efficiency precipitators
and the larger plants can put a larger absolute amount of par-
ticulates into the air. The Federal Standards for emissions
(ref. 2) specify the methods to be used to determine the mass
emission rate of particulates. Due to difficulties of location,-
operation, etc. of these other devices, it is useful to raise
the question of whether or not a transmissivity measurement could
4.
be interpreted in terms of a particulate mass emission rate.
Conner (ref. 32) has reviewed this question as well as the
various methods for measuring opacity and transmissivity of
plumes. There is evidence in certain case, that opacity can be
rather directly related to particulate mass concentration in a
plume. This mass concentration must be related to mass emission
rate by means of supplementary measurements of plume exit velocity
and diameter.
Mie lidar measurements of stack plumes yield another parameter
which depends on the aerosols and their concentrations. That
parameter is the Mie backscatter coefficient, A (n), which would
s	replace the na in equation (4). The lidar return, however, now
depends on bothSA (tot) and SA W and these cannot be deter
mined exactly unless they can be otherwise related. Collis and
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Uthe .(ref; 33) address this problem and show howSA {7) can. be
approximated based on additional assumptions and/or measurements.
One such measurement is just the transmission one already dis-
cussed. Another is to calculate the relationship based on
particle size data obtained by sampling. Johnson and Uthe (ref.
34) obtained measures of plume (length-wise) mass content for a
stationary source stack in this manner. A third method would be
to find an empirical relationship between the backscatter coeffi-
cient and the opacity. Collis and Uthe (ref. 33) obtained encour-
aging results in a controlled scattering chamber with injected
fly ash. They found indications that a lidar wavelength of 0.7
Um yielded results dependent on opacity whereas a wavelength of
1.06 um yielded results more closely related to mass concentra-
tion. It is not clear that any of these aerosol backscatter
measurements possess any advantage over the opacity measurement
discussed in the prior paragraphs.
6B. Predicted Performance of the LaRC Raman Lidar
The LaRC Raman lidar can be used either in a single channel
T	
mode or in the dual channel mode to measure plume transmittance
by recording the nitrogen signal as a function of range. Figure'
R 22 displays schematically such a return. Note that the back-
ground atmospheric transmission is also measured as the slope
of the general curve. The plume transmittance is measured by
the discontinuity at the plume location. For estimation pur-
poses, one can reduce the analysis to the data points from the
range bin before and after the stack. The transmission of the
plume can be written as
N 2/N 1 T = e T
I
where N2 and N1
 are the counts after and before the plume
and T is the two-way op^ical thickness of the plume. Assuming
the absence or correction for systematic errors, one can express
the error in the optical thickness a
r
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on the basis of random statistics of the received counts. The
error in transmission can be expressed as
AT = TAT
Table 11 is a summary of the time periods expected for the stated
l
	
	
number of total counts needed in the first bin to obtain 5 percent
measures of high T and 10 percent measures of low T. It has
been assumed that the N 2 channel attenuation has been adjusted to
yield about 1 count/laser firing. Higher returns are handled
with increasing difficulty by the photon counting DAQ. Night
measurements are also assumed. Note that the time periods get
long at both high transmissions and low transmissions. No improve-
ment can be made with the LaRC ,lidar unless a high-repetition-rate
laser is used with less attenuation (or a larger receiver) or
unless an analog DAQ is installed with the same proviso. The
latter case would allow day operation with proper choice of
telescope size.
Possible interferences are fluorescence and inadequate
blocking, both of which have been adequately treated in section
5. The advantage over the conventional lidar method of measuring
transmission (e.g., Cook et al., ref. 31) is that the intense
return from the plume is blocked before reaching the detector
and does not cause overloading of the analog DAQ or afterpulsing
of the photomultiplier. Both of these problems are serious for
a conventional Mie lidar.
6	
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C. Resu s
Several attempts to measure plume transmittance of fake
plumes at the calibration tank during the interference studies
were not successful due to the difficulty of producing the type
of plume needed for the interference studies. It is recommended
that the plume measurements be continued during a field trip to
a stack
AD
Table 11. - Time Periods Needed to Measure Various Plume Transmittance Using the LaRC
Raman Lidar to View Nitrogen Raman Scatter. Returns in that channel have
been adjusted to yield 1 count/shot in the interval before the plume.
}
Transmission	 Optical Depth	 N1	 AT	 AT	 Period
T	 T	 (counts)	 (min)
0.90	 0.1	 1300	 0.04	 0.04	 43
0.82	 0.2	 900	 0.05	 0.04	 30
0.37	 1.0	 400	 0.1	 0.04	 13
;
0.13-	 2.0	 600	 0.1	 0.013	 20
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Monitoring of atmospheric transmission was quite difficult'
due to the short baselines involved for both Raman and standard
lamp measurements and due to the low aerosol attenuations.
over the period 18 December 1974 to 10 July 1975 many nitrogen
profiles were obtained.	 They showed a general correlation with
the highest lamp rates (e.g., 1.7 Mcps) corresponding to flat
range-squared nitrogen profiles and with the lowest lamp rates
(e.g., 1.52 Mcps) corresponding to Mie attenuation coefficients
of 0.5 Km- 1 .	 The standard lamp extinction over 300 m is not c
inconsistent with such a coeff.acient (e.g., 0.86). 	 The two-way
Raman extinction would be 0.75 for the worst case.	 The typical
Mie coefficient for the nights of operation was 0.25 Km -1 or
0.86 two-way Raman extinction.
	
The extinction of the nitrogen
profile in figure 17 was also the greater value, but did not
fit into the above sequence due to the use of a different lamp.
Kildal and Byer (ref. 12) quote a Mie extinction coefficient of
0.24 Km-1 for visibilities of 10 km maritime haze. 	 Visibilities
in the visible obtained from the nearby airfield were 7 to 10
miles on several of these typical nights.	 These visual visibili-
ties were determined by observers in the flight tower as they
looked at nearby features.
	
Both observer and feature were probably
above the ground haze which was common on the marshy lidar range
in early evening.	 None of the measures of Raman return or stand-
ard lamp rates were taken for the express purpose of determining
atmospheric extinction. 	 They are therefore not accurate enough
for',determining the low extinctions that were typical of the
nights of operation.
	 Closer attention to the measurement would
greatly decrease the errors and provide a more accurate measure
of atmospheric extinction.
7.	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The tests of the LaRC Raman lidar at the calibration tank
at a distance of 300 m indicate that night measurements of S02
concentrations in stack plumes are possible. Accuracies of 10
percent are achievable within 30 min integration times for ,500 ppm
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Of S02 at the stack exit. Comparable measurements of HCl at a
rubbish-fueled stack should also be possible. Supplementary s
measurements are required to obtain the concentration and mass 	 {
i	 emission rate. The possible interference of aerosol fluorescence i
can only be-evaluated at a real stack. If fluorescence is present,
it can be subtracted from the signal as long as reasonable signal-
to-noise ratios exist. Simultaneous measurements of plume trans-
mission are possible with this dual-channel lidar. Accuracies of	 a
better than 10 percent in transmission of the aerosol plumes should
i	 be possible within 30 min with the LaRC lidar. An early test at
,t an instrumented stack is strongly recommended.
The time period for the above measurements can be decreased
somewhat by improving the telescope transmission and finding the
source of the absolute discrepancy with predictions. With the
present lidar and photon counting DAQ, these time periods can be
decreased by about a factor of 4 until the bin count rates approach
random count saturation. A larger telescope or larger laser pulse
energy would not help once this saturation rate is exceeded. For
night operation, a high repetition-rate laser at the same or higher,
average power in conjunction with a larger telescope would decrease
the time periods of observation even more. The high repetition
rate Nd:YAG laser is known to excite the fluorescence, however.
To make day operation possible, one really needs to have the com-
bination of a somewhat larger telescope and a laser pulse of
higher energy. The present lidar with its efficiency discrepancies
eliminated should be capable of day operation if an analog DAQ
were added in the several channels. The analog DAQ should possess
the capability of the same 20 to 40 nsec time: -bin operation.
!
	
	 Analog operation would also aid the plume transmittance measure-
ments since these rates were artificially lowered in the present
lidar and aid the discrimination against fluorescence. If the
new DAQ were added, one may also want to consider the use of an
02 reference channel rather than an N 2 channel and make both
a
channels identical. The size of the lidar van prevented this
step in the present lidar. The advantages of the 02 reference
Y
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are that one does not need a special beamsplitter (a piece of
glass will do) and the spectral distance between the SO 2 line
and the 02 line is quite small, making standard lamp calibration
more reliable._ In HCl operation, one would still use the N2
reference channel.
In conclusion, the present lidar is an adequate instrument
for monitoring SO 2 and plume opacity from stationary sources at
night. Its large depth of field is a definite plus. Its compact
size and ease of maintenance and operation compare favorably with
larger, spectrometer-based Raman lidars. The N 2 channel maintained
its performance over the whole year of operation. Its photon
counting system makes possible this small size and provides very
modest but adequate data-recording capabilities. That photon
counting system also restricts the lidar to night operation.- An
analog DAQ added to the present lidar in addition to the improve-
ment of receiver efficiency should provide a powerful device for
the remote measurement of SO 2 and HCl stationary source emissions
at the 500 ppm level and for the measurement of plume transmissi-y
-vities during day and night.
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I.	 INTRODUCTION
1
Data from the Raman LIDAR project can be taken in single or dual channel
modes. Two classes of LIDAR operations occur: a pulsed-laser class which
is used to monitor Raman backscatter from one or more types of gases; and
a standard lamp class which is used to calibrate the LIDAR. The data
reduction program was designed to be able to handle any combination of these
modes and classes by keying on several input parameter:. In the single
channel mode, there are numbers in 16 bins corresponding to data return as
a function of-time. If a single mode is used, that mode is usually repeated
for and paired with another possible channel of operation. The numbers in
each bin are usually the result of an accumulation of counts over a certain
time period of operation (here measured in laser firings). The program will
average compatible sets of such operation for up to two gas types and adjust
for the range-squared dependence in the LIDAR equation-for the laser-pulsed
class of operation. Error bars are calculated for each point. The resulting
data is fit with an exponential whose exponent is a, measure of atmospheric
extinction in the case of laser operation on an.atmospheric constituent and
then plotted. With paired single channel modes or with dual channel modes,
this data is then ratioed, plotted on a separate graph with error bars, and
	
3
fit with a horizontal line. All standard lamp measurements must.be
 analyzed
omitting the range-squared correction, of course. In the dualmode, the
1`6 bin single channel is split into two interleaved parts; with different gas
types or standard lamp wavelengths recorded at the same laser firing. The
program proceeds as above for each of the interleaved parts except that points
	 1
for the ratio must be picked off from the best fit exponentials prior to
'	 ratioing.
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As II.	 INPUT,
The first data card feeds general information to the program. An
example appears in Appendix I. The input constants are as follows:
BT	 -	 Initial time delay (usec) between laser firing
and data acquisition.
TAU	 -	 Time width (usec) of successive bins
F	 -	 A pile-up correction factor
F'	 TYPEI and TYPE2	 -	 Types of gas to be analyzed
IDUAL -	 Code = 1 for single channel mode; = 2 for dual channel.
ISTL	 -	 Code = 1 for laser firing mode; = 1 for standard lamp
mode.
DATE- -	 Month/day/year on which the data was taken.
The following data cards contain the actual counts as well as the total
number of laser firings used to produce those counts. Different gas types
are input on separate data cards. If operation is under dual channel mode,
blanks are left on each data card for those alternate bins which do not apply
to that particular gas. Also included on these data cards are data, run
"	 number and gas type for easy identification purposes.
i
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ILI.	 DATA REDUCTION
f
A. Pile-up Correction
t	 Data cards are read in and cou
for system pile-up error:
Fobs = Freal exp(
where	 F	 = observed count rate (i.e., counts/-
I	 obs	 Baser firings X time
width)
Freal = actual count rate after pile-up correction
i
f rate correction term (presently equals 126 MHz)
The pile-up correction subroutine (TRANS) uses the Newton-Raphson
iterative method to solve the above equation within an absolute error
of .001. After a solution is found, the actual rates are converted
back to counts and transfer is made back to the main program. Corrected
bin counts for each gas type are then accumulated into two arrays (CNTI
and CNT2).
B. Averaging and Range Correcting
The last card in the data deck is a blank card which signals the program
that there is no more data. Data is then averaged if needed due to multiple
runs. If in laser pulsed mode, range corrected:
Ri = BT + ( T/2) + (i-1) x T	 i = 1, 16
where R i = range of each of 16 bins (usec)
BT = begin time
T =,`time width
	
	
ja
N	 N
R.2CTN i = R (E CNT	 /E NOS)	 i = 1, 16
j=1	 1 j	 j=1
	 j
4 where CNTij
 counts of a particular gas (i ranges through the bins
and j ranges through the different runs)
i
NOSj = total number of shots for jth run
N	 total number of runs
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And the Poisson error for a particular gas type and bin is:	 K
n	 n
r '	 E	 _ R	 E CNT /E NOSr	 gi	 j=1	 ii j_l
Program checks the standard lamp parameter ISTL, and if turned on
sets R2 to one to cancel the range correction factor in the above
and	 following equations.
C. Exponential Fit
g	 Exponentials are then fitted to the data using a least squares
technique. Blank bins (either due to system overflow or to dual 	 ,?
channel operation) are not included in the fit. If we define:
Xi = R1
Y i = in R2CNTs
m
W = (E E 2)/Eg2i	 i=1,m m < 16	 .
J=1 g^
	
i
then a library subprogram will fit a linear curve by minimizing the
sum of the residuals: r
m 2
	
m	 2
Er	 EW [(a +aX)-Y] .
i = i i 	 =1i	 o	 1 s	 i
Once the exponentials have been calculated, blank values are replaced
by the fit values. Standard error for the exponential fits are determined
by the sum of the residuals:
m 2
	
m	 i
Ee	 E r , 	 (E W. (m=1)
D. Ratioing
Ratios of TYPE1 to TYPE2 gases and deviations'on the ratios are
calculated:
R12 = CNTi / CNT2
ER12i	*1/CNT1 + 1/CNT2	R121	i=1, 16
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Finally, the weighted ratio mean and its standard error are given by:
16
W12 i = (E E) /E	 i=1, 16j=1 R12.	 R12 i
k
`-.
	 16	 16
R12	 (E W12 R12) /E W12
j=1
	 j	 j	 j = l	 j
16.	 16E
ER12 = 
E W12 (R12 - R12 ) 2	 E W12 (m-1)
j=1	 i	 j	 j	 j =1	 i
IV.	 OUTPUT
Computer print-out includes data input, pile-up corrected data, range
corrected and averaged data and ratio data. Plot output includes curves
for both types of gases as well as their exponential fits. If two gases
are to be analyzed a ratio plot is also drawn. Also printed out on the
plots are the exponents and ratio with their estimates of error.
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DATA CARD SPECIFICATIONS
Ca rd No. 1
Variable Name Description
BT Begin time (usec)
TAU Time width (usec)
F Pile-up correction (126 MHz)
TYPE] First type gas (e.g., N2, 02, CO2, etc).
TYPE2 Second type gas (leave blank if none)
IDUAL Code = 1 for single channel mode
= 2 for dual channel mode
ISTL Code = 0 or blank for laser pulsed mode
= 1 for standard lamp mode
DATE Date of data (month/day/year)
(Note- For variables TYPE1 and TYPE2, if less than 4 letters, must be
right justified. For example, N2 would be in columns 21 and 22 if TYPE1.)
EXAMPLES
Single Channel Laser Pulsed Mode (IDUAL=I, ISTL=O)
I b	 04 186. ME Da 1 0 03/008/75  
	 —	 —
l L 4
	 -^
R.T1Y[!1T	 '	 1	 L FORTRAN STATEMEN T 	w[.a•.c.ra.
O,OG000DCol OODOOOOOOOOOJ0000D 00 0	 OPOa000000aa9009a00a20000a000Ga0a01aToaG:00
1111 I' q 1, 11111 Fill 10:1;1 IF is 91311 :121 ;4 2321 lilt 23 :1311111:123]{ . 115111-: /1414:4441 It at 	 it it Ill 5154is$6it$1ifH1. V. 1;
	 a If l: u N If It n 1 It It u ir. l•!w
Dual Channel Laser Pulsed Mode .(IDUAL=2, ISTL=O)
1.5K^ 04	 126	 ME	 0A a 0	 0.5/00/?5
1TLSMF.T•S I	 I FORTRAN.	 STATEMENT nc.ria^,.^.
c,o-cDal^0o00 'ooco0a00aaa000aa0DIO1 of 0; 0000-a0a0a00a0aaaaoDaeooa^a000DO6Daaooa6o ^oa
lit	 711 1	 11	 6111 If11 Is IS I s it ;1 1; is 2: n 11 it is if 1171. . 231111 IF 31 	 is A 1;Y11-: It 4141444f is $ 1 	 11 44 11 11 11 11 Mu s t 111151B1: {SA 11.IOPaii loll u . 11% :1 lo ll :111:11
.Single Channel Standard Lamp Mode (IDUAL =1, ISTL=1) i
	
I. ET 	 ►
 4 18b. Ma Qa 1 1 05/08/?5
	
I
g lT.nrnT	 I	 i FORTRAN STATEMENT
01000000000 OO000000a600000000000;11101aa000000aa00000a000000000Caa000000O0a00^_CC'
4j1 I l 1lij11 i nil li1114ll:;lrto •1:I n It 71 to n 11151 t115111141:41123111111-::1 i!41 44 1S 411141 .1:4i1$111141111 It 14 5114{1%ii 14 sl ilUUli Pill 11 1 :4 :Y 23 11 to'Iit
Dual Channel Standard Lamp Mode (IDUAL=2, ISTL=1)
	
1. 6 	04 Lan. Mh Oa a 1 05/023/?5	
4
G.
	
g +*+ • 4.114 i	 FORTRAN STATEMENT	 iornmrc.r,.w
•123.
01000P,0 10000 00960.0.000000 a a a 000000 ! OT! 	 ff9000o4ii 00 000h.00aIOU
1 :.111[ 111141'. 41 U14 if o: 1 r;Ig a If r:lit na?, a I 'll' n .1,1:1:E1123n': : 111.111111 Illl' . 1 illjo 1179 U b 141111 I F:1't li M I, !I lly µ If P 111, 11 1 4 11 l/-4 )
84
t
{
i
t
Columns
1-6
7	 12
13 - 18
19 - 22
23 - 26
28
30
33 - 40
1ai	
^33
i
1
i
Cards No. 2
Variable Names	 Description	 Columns
DAYS	 Date of data (month-day-year no
slashes	 1 - 6
RUN
	
Run number (right justified)	 7 - 8
TYPE	 Type gas (must match either TYPE1 or
TYPE2, right justified) 	 9 - 12
NOS	 Number of shots for that run (right
justified)	 13 - 16.
DATA(i), i=1, 16	 Counts from the 16 channels (each
channel is alloted 4 columns on data
card, right justified)	 17 - 80
NOTE: Any number, of this type data card is allowed. Program will average
any number of runs of a particular gas. Different gas types must be
on separate 'cards. Leave blank columns for overflow data and for
alternate channels on dual channel data. Last data card must be
followed by a blank card.
EXAMPLES
Single Channel - all bins filled
( I)n11 ??F 1 N8 81)5) 93 9u 90 83 83 85 at ?6 6? 65 60 63 !a	 65 63I
FORTRAN STATEMENT	 3x,a3.cn-.:v
pwwtm v
0 00000000000	 00000 a0a0a91	 000000000000000CJ06G00000000: ?00000CQ0000000D0000I
: Ij171 f t J 1111 .11 a 11111!11 II 11 H7111 i711111f 1i it 11 113131 1113 	 Ril:!!!";:} i1 tl 11.3 3CUQ.,li lt 1731`A 1S 51 . 1i 11111: i1 ti {P.N {1 .t 11 :911 9 111i l: t/ 111!
Dual Channel - alternate bins on each card left blank
ao 801) o'+
	 88	 8>3	 78	 79	 ?465	 3 94I
i)r^11T7(7
1 
1	 Ila 8 411	 9r, 83	 83	 81	 6.7 r 11
FORTRAN STATEMENT
	 t.1n ,t o,	 3
..FYI[,	 ^,	 _ ........
.0 a
	00000^u00000o009—ono` iTfo-D 000000aau0n DDaa oao^^ouen0o o 6a60:a0► 	 I^7 1 t f i l i f Ull it 1111 is it 11 :1 11 . . 11111111 n?1 Il is 1111 it 1 7 1111, Allis ]1-:1 11 11 1/11 4:X1 lilt 311!;1!351 liflfl $i fl ilGii if ti .131UA1f 7177j1! ' c 15 Is If 1111171
y
1
Single Channel bin A left blank due to overflow
l,h1) ?7F
 1 N8 a01)	 93 90 83 88 83 85 81 ?6 67 611 60 63	 65^
G . -	
ffY i1:ri^l,r a	 FORTRAN STATEMENT
T . c}._—_	 n	 1	 yOrBU I'I 11J000000'Ojr000000Q0000 aU0J000Jtl0,000U^31OJ00J0700t10:000
-
^^
.
0000000-0OD0009a0^
1 11 t.1iil! 1 f It ll ll tl ll li if li ^. 11.11117.1111 it if 11111/.]1:1Y71:13,A 111111 •: 114211, ,1441 1 110111111 i1 3153, J:1 	 3111/11	 tit ll I) I	 I,1 ,. h1€'' .'7 S}1.
,	 •
85
'1 it 11 ti u 
	
it tl111t111f if 1f Mtl ntt if l3 if.K'r:It1,it KlS it It K it if to fl so it U tt it 0itlil:C6Kitt[ItQ117[tcH/t It U;t r:a 51 it 11 it it tl it it it ti;: t.: 1^	1t 1;t,	"I
b' 66` 66.6.6666666566665666566666666'666661666666666666666666661666666066626665615-566616.
	
^
un
	181¢199 a 91111112311 aIIIII191119991a9''93111111191913/193199999199 a 9111111101.31916929
	
6b	
^
1LLLLIIILLLLLLLLLLLLLLIlLLLLLLILLLLLLILLLILLLLLLILILLLILLLLIIIILLLLLILLLL fl!IllL11L
,::	111	I
^
G	99997193999999999390919993999a9909991951999a909999209990a2999959999993999M1 919'9+
g	
I 	
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS3SSSSSnSSSSSS;SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS3SS^SSS;S!S6-
.9
I	tttttttttttttttttttittttttttttIttttIFtttttt0ItvIF0ttttItttttttttttt►ittttt> tit t►tt:t
SS
9	tEEEEE£E££EtEEEt£EEEt£EE9cE£EEEEtEtE92EEEEEEEE£E9EEEEE£E£EEEEEEtEEEtEEESEE}tS£t£It
	
►t	!
S
	
	IZIIIIZLZZLZ-"LZIIIIIIIIzIZZZLIZi1IZiiIIIIlIIIIIIIZiLZIIIIIZ1IZiIIZIIIIII lit IIIil^
CE
t	I111IllIILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiIIiiIIIiiiIIIIIIIIII111IiiIIIiIIIIIIlllllliIIitl
	
II
	hitt!llflst litl it it niftlllf: is tits nif n6tiSltfistK6 It
 list f111phir btl ilL:. ttIIlttttt tttitt ICUR 71 11 11 11 1tH-1116ti1111111911hh 111116 I t I S tt'it
0a6a00aa0aa00000000aaaoa00000a00a09u0000a0000a090099990 a a a 000 a0a10000aaaap00a06.,—
Z	ft It :	M I.Yf•1•uf n	L NM V4 L V J s N V a l a oj	i lY]„laY1t
"Y c	1	II
l1
	
SlrlClidCr r0 Led	6I 'yet t.o -	1!11'4'1,
it	it 
^s 
°1	C15	ty	18	£	E36	pc*f 'm T f '2'C' F0 _ _	
SpaI?
	
it
	
.:?	y	^„	
--	') p I	
E4eF l E)dkj sr• Cg.	tE	C1E	pCio UH c y11C18C1
S=a	t 	rl	81	6$	..mss	96 UUB 6'.0 T = llCtsliy	
PUP Z adA SEs
	
t;	168	>r1	i8	68	41 bClg p	»peril
1S
	"1
	
88	61	L3
	5G.
	81 Doul ?a e l	i^
	
-	---	
^ 60169
-	
do-jas p.1e3- 942p 0 Ldules
WNW
:Ih
6 
-r	11
6
_L
1
99
1
SS
9
1616
5
t_
t
1I
E
tl
Z	us:i
Dai
65
W	 SAMPLE OUTPUT
OATS 05/02/75
(Note: Dual path range refers to the propagation to
the backstop and return.)	 MODE I
}.
•^•-
''' 10:G
	
>
cr
_	 `` ?s	 RRTIO STRAIGHT LINE FI
$at	 Y-INTERCEPT- 1.3063
STANDARD ERROR_ .0654
0!-1_ (_ _ (_	 (	 (	 J	 f	 1r160 165 1.70. • 175 1BQ 185 190 1 	 200-205 >?10 2,15 62.6a
	 L^	 c.>a 400
DUAL PATH RANGE (MICROSECONDS)
--.a 
ic1 _ 142
	
02	 a
-	 EXP(Al + A2 X RANGE]	 EXP(Al + A2 X RANGE.]
=pl_	
.11391.
	
AI_	 .0532
20—	 A2_ '	 -.1363	 A2=.	 -:0942	 23
STANDARD ERROR= . 0302	 STANDARD ERROR- -0462 r
16—	 1u
1b0 LGS 1.10 1.75 1.80 L3S L50 1.5 15 	 5 -1	 0	 235 2-K0 245 ?-So 255 ?na
DUAL PATH RANGE (M r,CR05ECONn5
87
•a
3
ORTE 06/03!75
MOOE 2
{
x 10-1
RRTI0 STRRIGHT LINE FIT
Y-•INTERCEPT= .5591
STANDARD ERROR_ .0273
a
i
10
B	
1
•
j	 w	
2
Q
1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80 1.85 1.50 1.55 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15 2.20 2.25 2 .30 2.35 2.40 2.45 2.50 2.55 2.63
DUAL PATH RANGE (MICROSECONDS)
_	 N2
EX.P(R1 + A2 X RANGE)
	
x 10-'	 R1=	 -3.7367	 x lo-3
A2,	 -.2043
STANDARD ERROR .-0299
20-	 CIO
02
18	 I	 EXP(R1 + R2 X RANGE) 	 18
R1=	 -4.4465
-'	 r	
A2= 	 2203
z1B	
STRNOR .'O ERROR= .0576
	 18C,
i	 14	 14
12	 12
1	
I	 t	 i	 ^	 s
10	 I	 I	 I	 I'	 i	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 L	 I	 1,^3Hi1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80 1.65 1:30 1.95 2.00 2.0.5 2.10 2.15 2.20 2.29 2:30 2.35 2-4L0 2:119 2.5U 2-55 21-
DUAL  PATH RANGE (MICROSECONOS)
•	
88
^_	 I	 I
i
M	
UA T E 06/25/'15
NODE 2
STD. LAMP CAL'BRATION
x 10'
ISO —
175—75
RATIO STRAIGHT LINE S=IT
170r	 Y-INTERCEPT= .1553
165 l! 	1	 STRUDRKiJ ERROR= .0015
^-
155
145	 •
1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80 1.55 1.90 1.35 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15 2.20 2.2:5 2.30 2.33 2. 10) 2.:`i 2..`iil 2.Er"
OURL PATH RRNGE [ PI ICROSLCONDS )
N2
t	 r	 ^ .r+-EXPL R
	 + Re X RRNOE )
x 30'1 x 10_1
6 R1=	 -2•4037 ^s
R2=	
-.1437
STANDARD ERROR= .0108
5
© ^_
Q
1
z.^^ 02^o
EXP(R1 + R7 X RaNGE)
R.
-2
-
j .F ft	 I	 .75	 1 .8'J	 1.85 1 .	 1 r	 i? rt J	 to	 t r^	 r	 r_	 n	 n	 •`	 n	 n	 1
r
'?
DURL P"; GI
1
89
-	 FRCGRAN	 Pt7c
	
T_(IAPI._T	 CL_TPl1T)-
LCcc - -	 C11EN S TON	 71t'l4
tCii:C.l —1	 I N Ct^SIOh	 Yi: ill ,11,X11E), Rt SIC(18,1),cUVSA(l),A(2,2),tl(T.,1),C(2,1)
—U IMENSIUN. CNTI(ld),CA72(1Rl),R(lfl_),EC1_(18) EC2(ltl)rRl2(18),CATA(34) —_
-
FR1 21 181,14K(IP ,21, W	 18)^W1 211©)
- - 
C C C C_C_
--- -_---- _-^--I \ T F G E R R U A	
_-__--- _._.^ _-__^_	
- ----------- ------
c -•
1 	 I T IAL I Z	 VA"  IA^IL ES TO	 Z ,? R 0_-
CcCcC3
_	 -
_ NCSI =N0S2=C
- ccccc7 y rnTl(t)CNTw2(1)FR1211)=EG1(I)=EC2(1)=ER12(II	 C.
cccc17 1^•_ CONTINUE_
GC0; ii' FF.A(~l_00_, HT,TAt
ccCC4 i I c c f'CRXAT	 ( 3FL.212A4,2I2 O X, All
.._.------
t. CJ i r ^^ -	
._...._...
I: I N T	 Z 112 ► 	 fi T ,TAU , r	 T Y P F 1 ► T Y f<< 
cCct'c2 2C-' f-[: iAT	 (1H1, :', CATA	 INPUTS/1X, t• INITIAL	 CEt.AY=^`,FS.3/1X,'tR[SOLUTIGh=^
► , F6.3/1X,_'1F	 (PI1 f• _UP )=*t F9.3/1X ,*r--AS_TYPFS	 '^,A 1 C,'t 	 ANC '^rA 101
2 F1 1k±;=F'T+(TAU% 1.)^ -_ *cccc_t.
c
_
-_t. H EaG	 101,	 DA YS, F^ UN, T) FE vi\CS, ICATA ( 1) , I=1,16 1
- -
(v] I C 7 t,_ -	 l_ - F C R IJ t T	 (A G , I 7_, A 4 ► I 4 , 1 E. F 4 . C)	 __-^___
	 _	 -_-- - --- -•--°----_
CCCIC7 IF	 (I?C:N.Ei^	 0)(CIC	 ?
t, c U i l C ^ i' R
 11`1 (	 203,	 DAT1	 ,RUN , T Y P_E r N Q $
ucUt'
_
CPatAT
	 ( ix, *En
:r
	nri, r^`ftiin,_I2,_'"_ 	 TYPE ► AL,^fi 	r`GSHf17S x ,T4,4X,1Er	 ——_
_ ^! ►`^.4
PC 0O
^d
L=J
RAMAN LIDAR DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
C	 C1??-____--	 IF	 (TYPE.EC.	 TYPFI)
	 3^4
-__ C	 ACCGNLI_AT^
	
TYPE1	 GAS
_ _	
_
Cc C 1.4 1 ^	 ( C y	 I= 1  	
11_._
-	 ^C,^l.ti' IF i^/1Ta^_l 11, Erl: C. 1 r,GTCI 4 .___
	
_—_____--•--	 ___—
CAL
	
TRANS
	
(F C G _t F R E_A L , F LT
-C_C C +:1 :- -
	
C G T A (_I) = F It EE A L^_
C ,CCI.	 2 - ---cnT1((_) _CNT I (i)+F REAL_.__.-
r fi r= 1 - ^` _
-
^^._..._	 f f ^ T i nrU ,F.	 _	 _.._._-._	 ..-_....	 -_^	
_____._._.-•---_...._.. _.. _ .. 	 ........._..-
c c
	 1 ` j__.. __ r 1' 1 N T
_ C	 .A F C• L P.L L A T E ., TY. P,C?	 CAS_	
._	 _._,...___._	 _...._._.__._.._...^___.-_	 _.-----•..-____........___............. .
t	 CCC1 11	 Tn(I).Cy.0	 1	 ^GC1	 h_C	 .	 _..._.___	 _.........	 ..	 _...	 ....	 ..	 ...
_i C
•	 _	 . ................... ^:_._..._.
...^_.._......
^.,	
!TC (? SCAT n ([ 1	
-......._	 _	 _......_...r.. _.. __^
^ • Cc^c€;
..,^c.n^^.. TiC•nn;,y 	 _ t.F•c^.^.:► .FR[..!!l,.rr_t_Tnu.^^C.5.1 	 ,................_.._....
	
.M....._............	 ....	 .
Ccr,^c:'s
.......1 :At^t.1.)-.F1t.CAL..._..__.....___.___ 	 ..._....._........____.__._..__.-..__.__.._...
0
c
_
c
_
c2
_
c !--.- __rhT 2 ( 1
-
) =C_K"T2,(_I	 REF	 A L
0 0 O 2 1 0	 0	 CCNTINUE
C C C 2 1 2	 F R I N T 212 9 (DATA(I)vlzlql 6)
C CC 2	 CCTO 2
C RANCE CCRRECT ANC C A LCULATE FrRnF
	
—CC ZYZ:-- 7	 C C 11 1 =1 , 16
-CCC227	 ; I I	 E f -1 _N_E+ _-Li-
C- c C - i . 24
CCU 	 tz	 TV i i S T
7sQ=R(l)**2
if: .l  
C C C 2 L I T F CNT I I ) . Eg-.t C_*_)L_ _5_Y_O_
 ---
_
	
-eC62 4 E - - -e	 _r _G_ _f TI )- -= ,S-Q- 14- T(_C N T I ( I ) ) / N C S 1 * T S C
_CC62 54 E P 12 l 1	 1. /CiNT 1_( I)	
-C
ff Zfi E__ ' _'_ +___ ^ 0_ 1 t 1	 C K T I I	 ,, CI I /	 S 1 4 7 S C
f  ( CNT	 I	 .!:C . c	 I I—I F
I C
_
-C2(1)=SQRT(CKT2(1))/hC57*TSC
CCO274 FR12(1)=I./CNT2(I)+EP12(l)
CCC277 Cf% T2(1)=,:NT2(T)/hCS2*7SC
C c cj c -1 11 C C N T I-t%Uw
c	 5 I F	 I STL . Er.	 0 )	 PR TNT	 206 L2L. ?Ej
14 1 S
.
TL
_.
.
.
EC,_I
_
)	 PR I I\T	 207^T_Y_Pf_1 _
PP. INT	 205 i. (CNT1( I),I	 i
CCC3-3 t PRINT	 204 9 	 (ECI(1)91=1916)
6^112`C 2C4 FCRIIAT	 PLC, 5 5. )(,.LC HS) F	 A T I C	 X	 2
(4(/132X9*RANCE
	 C	 P	 ru
c c C IF	 I_LT L. FS tJOL
,__RF 2IF	 (ISTL.Eq_tj)	 PR( N T _ 	 T^-ti-- -02
_
q C ,' -2 1 7 PRINT	 2Q
_-K-cs AS _L__._
3	 21,1---f5PwAl
F - 1 '.	 j v fir^N'.-NT ILL 'LC _LLTtj	 QAT4
CC%)LI3
_IML4.1 2Q. 1-1
C C ,l 4 1 C 12k; I V, 5 L W	 U	 2
i 2
_CC	 4-, -LC-1202_ I_=1..  1E_.__
L-
m
•r	 •a `	 y	 at :i.
N
000433	 bill=ALCC(CNTI(I11
- ---- - _ - -- - - --- -- --
	
---_ CCC44C
	
_M1S"=M(L)+h 1•SN
666442__1202	 C.CNTINUE
000444	 tTCT=L
CC_0.4. 46	 CALL LS(^PCL (18,LTCT,X,I,Y,W92,2,RESIC,SUNSC,A,f?,WK,If_R P ) -
_
CF
	
IN ZEROES IA GO_TA ',.ITH EXPONENTIAL FIT . 	(TYFF1)
C C C 4 E 3 -	 CC 12C 121,16	 - ---- --	
-	 -	 -	 --- --- - -- - --
-CCC4E5- - - IF_ (C.Ntl. ( I • I.NE.C.)_GCTC_ 120	
------ - ---	 -- --------- - --_.CC04EE ___	 CNT1l11=ExP(R(13+N(2)• ►:tI))
CCC4-7	 i SC=R ( I	 2
CCU477	 IF (ISTL.EC.1) 15(:=1.
0005C_2	 ':P12(I)=ER1L(I)+TSQ/(CNT1(I)#NCS1)
CCC`C7	 12C	 -12(1)=CNTI(I)	 --	 ---	 _-	 —
000513
	
Stl'•'SC=SURT ISUMSC / (WTSN, * (L TCT- 1) ) 1
	
- C L C` 2 3	 CAL  PSELCC_-
CCC _`24	 CALL CAL P L T (l.il.,-?3	 -
-_	 C P Q INI EXPCNENTIAL LATH Cr FLCT
	-__ CCC`7	 _	 CALL NOTATE 112.,E.,.2,TYPEI.C.24)
	
-_ 00053: 	 C. ALL NCTATE (12.`,5.6•-,.15,M-EX_P(A1 + A2 X RANCE),C..20)
	
-- CCC°37	 TALL NOTATE (12.5,5.2,.15,5NA1 = ,0.^
4 0c03	 ULL NUMBER ( 13.`_ ,5.2 ,.1`,0 (1), G.,4)	 _--.
CCC547	 CALL NCTnT E (12.5,4.2 , .15,51-A 2 = 	.0 . ,5)
060`3 _
	
- CALL NU`9ER113_.5,4.E,.1_5,B(2),_U.,_4)
	
- t.CU°57	 CALL NCTnTE (12.5,4.4,.15,15FSTANTAPC EPRCR=,C.,15) 	 --	 - -___---_
C_CC5f	 CALL NUMBER (1 A.5,4.41.15,Sl:MSC tp. t ?_
0005E- 7	 IF (NCS2.EC.0) CCTQ ?22
C FIT EXPCNENTIAL TC CXNGEN rATn
CCU57C	 t TS+-'=SUMSQ=O.
C C_0 5 1	 - N. 12 C E I 11 1 E -	 — -	 --	 - -- ^- --- _-- ••-• -.---- _-_-- _-
	
--- -C4Cf`4	 P^S IQlI^=	 -- -
CC C C, i:12CE ^SLN=1SUNFEG21I_1**2
--_-- ----	 -----	 ------- CC06C1 --L=0
- - CCC f c rC	 1207	 I =1il6
000EC4 IF	 (CNT2(I1.Eq _C_.) 	 GCTC	 1207_—
C s
—__---
L = L + 1-
--CCCEC7 4(L)=WSUN/EG2(I)#V'2
_-CQE-12 _ Y ( L_) = A L C C (C N T 2 (1))
_CC-CE2-1-- 14^^ _.-
•- - - -4CC 6_2.3-. _	 -^ Tf1T =^-	 ------	 -- ---	 -	 -------- _._----- - ----._:._---
•
.0
cccf25 CALL	 LSQPCL	 t 18	 S ILE,	 P P
C	 F ILL	 It%	 L,cRnES	 IN	 CATA	 WITI-;	 EXPOh'FNTIAL_..E_IT	 I Y_PfLZJ
C
-
C c t
.
 /4 CC
CC064 A IF	 (CNT2(I).NE.C.)	 GCJQ	 121
C t t .4 5 -(-f-1 
	
X_ 6-i-E	 1	 C ( 2	 R	 I
cco'_5/1 7 S Q RI 1 	 2
ccot_ :6 I F	 I I STL . E C . I	 T SQ' = L
'6 ^P12(1)=ER12lI )+7Sc/(CNY2(1 	 c s
CC0666 121	 F12(I1=Rl2(I)/C(\T21I)
cccell EF12(l)-5QRT(ER121I))*R12(I
E -7 i in	 C Ct.1 T INUE
cCc7c1 SLMSC=SQRT(Sij," S(,/(WTSN*(LTCT-I)))
Ccolic
--_— .._
PR I NT Z_Q_t
CC0713 M	 FCQM6T	 ( 4(/)32X I *RATICS OF TVFEI TC TYPE2
CCC711
-- .FkTN7	 20 - 5
--C. 0-0 7 Z 5 FR.TNL_Z0L4_j ^^ .j	 -I-__L	 _j_( jlj-L:
C	 PRINT	 EXPONFINT IAL
	 rb7A	 CN	 PLCT
C A LL	 NOTATE	 !12.,3.9.29TYPE29C.94)
7 (L2.5,2.6,.15,2EXP!AI	 A2	 X_Q_CALL	 NCTATE	 c;l-	 jjp
CC0747 C A L L	 N 0 T A T E_ 1 1 2 	5	 2-1.1_15 I- ^H A-1	 r-0.• 95)
CCC 7 5 2 LL	 NU M BER	 ( 1i X5,2__29. 17 9 CAjjj_9A_y
c c c 1	 7 CALL	 NCTATE	 (12.591.89.15t5i- 0 2 =	vC.i`)
00076? CALL	 NU%4BEP
ccc7t -1 CALL	 NCTATF	 ( 1 2 . 5 , I .	 .15j_1_5F	 A	 GbEE-_E	 RrR	 0	 5.)
CC^ 7 73' CALL	 NUMB ER	 ( 1 4 .5 ,
CCC It 17 32'	 CALL
c t 1-c CT_ __fT?4l_3)='i_Q,4G'_xR(17)
_c t 'o C_ , ^ 'I0(4)=XS=Q(16)
1"c C A_LL	 A X r-	 -P)
C 	 PUT	 I LL	 Y P E —4-NULT	 i^AL	 A _CULAJ_L_CR_LC._l_N_A^.'C	 (ZC&L..F_____*2Ai
T.	 - -i J -E i 4 J=O
;. 5 ^ r	 11co	 1=1,lt-
CCIC2f C A T 'P*- I J± .LL _= (-__N_TA_Ll
F
	 I _N ^S
C r 1	 3 4 tT A( J+5 1=	 L _?J_L)
_S_c- U 4 C. LU. LQE__
C C , I C SCAL-E-J-1ZAT
CLICZ6
CKTMS
M. 7.4
C_ aLr_l	 f. A S	 I Y 	 I
.^ ..
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